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The a¡nealing processes and the effects of plasma Eeatnents of the silicon substate surface

on the performance of MOS devices have been systematically investigated. The silicon

dioxide (SiO2) films used for the MOS devices were fabricated by an ECR Microwave

PECVD process at the temperature of 300'C. The high frequency and the quasi-søtic

frequency capacitance-voltage methods were adopted to cha¡actenze the midgap interface

frap density and the oxide fTxed charge density. The results show that apart from the

atomic hydrogen, the molecular hydrogen plays as well an important role in the annealing

processes for the reduction of the interface Eaps, and that SiO defects also act as interface

naps besides silicon dangling bonds. A new multi-reaction model that includes the

molecular hydrogen and the SiO defects is presented. This model explains well the

annealing processes under va¡ious annealing ambients. 'We have also studied the effects of

subsfate surface treaEnent by a plasma produced in various gases. Nitrogen plasma

treatment reduces the interfacs Eap density f¡om 1012cm-2eV-1 to 1011ç¡1-2sy-1 ¿¡¡s¡

PMA. The silcon subsuate surface freated with oxygen plasma may yield an interface trap

density in the order of 1g10sm-2ey-1, which makes the ECR microwave PECVD films

comparable to the high quality thermal oxide.
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rNT'RODUCT'TON.

The advancement in VLSI technology has grown very rapidly in recent years.

Microprocessors consisting of more than 2.5 millions transistors per chip with a gate length

of 1.2 micron have been in production for more than two yeats. Memory chips consisting

Eansistors with submicron gate length willbe in production in the nea¡ future. There is no

doubt that the dimensions of the tansistors wiil continue to shrink to provide a higher

density of devices per unit area and to reduce the response time of the fansistors.

All components of a Fansistor have to be reduced in size in order to maintain its

normal performance, for example, an acceptable turn-on threshold voltage. An enormous

amount of work is being done toward this goal. A significant portion of this research is to

scale down the thickness of the gate oxide. Traditional thermal oxidation method can

produce silicon d.ioxide films with a thickness as low as 70Ä., but they have to be grown at

a temperature over 900 "C and have a very low yield. At such high temperatures, the

diffusivities of the impurity dopants inside the silicon which are exponentially proportional

to the temperature become very high and hence the distribution profile of the dopants

undergo a significant change in each oxidation step during the fabrication process. As the

complexity of the integrated circuit increases, the number of oxidation steps as well as the

number of processing steps will increase. It makes the fabrication process very hard to

conEol in terms of the distribution profile of various dopants on which the characteristics of

the device depend. Rapid thermal oxidation may reduce the processing time and may thus
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minimize the diffusion related problem [1]. However, another drawback of this process is

the high temperatues involved, which will cause stess in the wafer and thus create,

defects.

To avoid or to minimize such diffusion related or temperature sensitive phenomena

involved in high temperature processing, plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition

(PECVD) process for low temperatues ( <300 'C ) deposition of silicon dioxide f,lms has

been developed. Several techniques based on this process have been reported recently.

Each technique has its own advantages and disadvant¿ges. The radio frequency (rf)

PECVD can produce films with a high deposition rate, but the films suffer from the

radiation and ion bombardment damages [2]. These damages could be reduced by using a

remote rf PECVD technique [3]. The microwave elecfron cycloton resonance (ECR)

PECVD [4] can also produce films but it requires a high carrier gas flow and a low

operating pressrue in the order of mTon, which results in a much lower deposition rate and

the deposiæd films would suffer from vacuum LfV radiation damage. This kind of damage

can be reduced to an acceptable level by using a downsteam ECR PECVD technique [5].

Recently the Materials and Devices Research $oup at the University of Manitoba has

developed a species selector and energy confioller (SSEC) [6] to separates the plasma

source from the deposition chamber. Using some of the techniques desqibed above,

several groups have successfully produced SiOz f,lms of the order 100Å at reiatively low

temperature (300 - 450'C) with elecnical properties approaching those of high quality

thermal oxides grown at temperatures higher than 1000 "C. The major advantages of the

PECVD techniques are that the SiOz films can be produced at much lower temperatures and

the films are stoichiometic and uniform in composition, and their properties are independent

of thickness [7].
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The basic difference between the PECVD and the thermal oxides is that the

thermally grown oxide is formed by the diffusion of oxygen species to the Si-SiO2

interface while the PECVD oxide is formed layer by layer on the original silicon surface. It

can be imagined that the surface condition of the silicon substrate su¡face is more vital in

the case of the PECVD oxide films because the original silicon surface which latter

becomes the Si-SiO2 inærface is likely to contain more contaminanß from the environmenl

Also the abrupt interface between the PECVD films and the silicon substraæ is believed to

have a higher density of dangling bonds due to the incompatibility between the silicon

substrate lafice and the silicon oxide lattice. Both of these creates charges and defects at

the Si-SiO2tntertace thus resulting in a higher interface trap density, and hence affecting

the threshold voltage and the surface carrier mobility of the MOS device. This, in turn,

degrades the general performance and the response time of the device. The degradation

becomes more significant as the device dimension is scaled down because the ¡ole played

by the interface becomes more import¿nt as the oxide thickness is reduced to the 100Å

region because the channel is not as deep as larger devices. Therefore the feasibility of the

PECVD oxide to be used as the gate oxide still depends greatly on the degree of

contamination on the surface of the silicon substrate. Conventional wet cleaning is good

enough for thermally grown gate oxides of thicknesses down to 200Å but not for PECVD

oxides because the substrate surface is highly exposed to contaminants such as

hydrocarbons and other organic compounds in the. cleaning fluid or in the air. Therefore,

in-situ dry cleaning is a good alternative to the conventional wet cleaning method. Dry

cleaning is usually performed in vacuum and the chance of contaminating the surface is

significantly reduced. Several groups have reported the effectiveness of dry cleaning by
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using microwave ECR plasmas, such as 02 plasma [8] and H2 plasma [3,9] in terms of the

removal of the native oxide and the surface contaminants.

Another way to reduce charge defects is by thermal anneaüng. The annealing

process invoives the annealing of the device at 400'C in a forming gas ( l\VoH2in N2 ) for

polysilicon gate devices, or in a prrre N2 environment for devices which have active metal

elements such as aluminum and copper as electodes [10]. The function of annealing is to

reduce the contact resistance for the source and drain in the MOS system and to reduce the

inærface Eap density by passivating the dangling bonds by hydrogen. For thermally grown

oxide films, such an annealing process is able to reduce the interface Eaps density from 1012

cm-2 eV-l down to the order of 1010 cm-2 eV-l. None of today VLSI circuits would

function properly without going through such an annealing process to reduce the interface

traps to an acceptable level. This process is even more import¿nt for PECVD oxide films

because the interface Eap density is in the order of 10la cm-2 eV-l as deposited without

annealing. It has been reported [11] that the inærface tap density of the PECVD SiØ films

can be reduced through a proper annealing process to a level of about 1911çr¡-2 eV-l.

Alttrough the annealing process has been widely used in all integrated circuit industries, the

actual mechanism of the annealing process is not fully understood. The generally accepted

model for the annealing mechanism is the two reaction model proposed by Reed and

Plummer [12]. This model fits comparatively well with the experimental data for post

metallization annealing (PMA). One major drawback is that it cannot explain why there is a

decrease of the interface rap density when bare oxides without elecEodes are annealed in an

atomic hydrogen free medium. It is likely that the two reaction model is too simplistic for

describing the interface trap annealing process. However it is a good starting point for the

development of more complete models.
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In this thesis, Chapter 2 givea detailed description of the physical srrucrtue and the

chemical composition of the Si-SiOz interface as well as a few models describing the

behavior of the interface. Chapter 3 presents a numerlcal analysis of the annealing

mechanism and proposes a more complete annealing model. Chapter 4 describes the effects

on the inærface frap density and the fixed charge density of va¡ious plasma treatrnents of the

silicon substrates prior to the deposition of SiO2 fitms. Finally, the conclusions are given in

Chapter 5. All the deøils about the sample preparations, the C-V measurement method and

the computer program for the calculation of the interface Eap densities are given in the

appendice.
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PF{YS TCAT. S T'R.UCT'UR.E,
CË{Eh,ff S T'fCAf- Cûh,{Pû S ÏTION

AND ÐEF'ECT'S CF T'HE Si-SiCz ffi{TERFACE

The performance of the MOS field effect Eansistors depends stongly on the quality of the

gaæ oxides. A high qualify oxide film should contain only minimal and acceptable amount

of defective charges at the silicon subsfrate-oxide (Si-SiOz) interface and in the oxide bulk.

The acceptable interface defect density by the industries is below 1g-11 
"y-1rm-2. 

The

concenfations of these defects depend entirely on the fabrication process which includes

the pre-oxidation or the pre-deposition subsfrate cleaning process, as well as the oxidation

or the deposition parameters such as temperature, gas pressure, etc. The amount of these

defects can be minimized by choosing an appropriate oxidation or deposition conditions.

They can also be be further reduced by annealing the devices in a suitable environment.

However, to produce high quality gate oxides, it is important to have a clear picture about

the origins and the nature of the interface defects.

Extensive efforts have been made in the past to study the mechanisms responsible for the

generation of the defective charges present in the Si-SiOz interface and the oxide bulk, and

the methods of minimizing them [10,13,14,15]. There are four kinds of defective charges,

namely, the interface üap charges, the oxide fixed charges, the oxide tapped charges and

the mobile ion charges. Amount these charges, the interface napped charges and the

inærface fixed charges are very similar in nature and locate very close to each othsr.
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Z"A P&nysñcaå Stnuctune of' t&ae Si-SiOe åmfenf'ace

Silicon dioxide has been used as an insulator in MOS transistors for some thirry to forty

years. Many scientist and engineers [ 16,17] have attempted to understand the structure of

the oxide layer and the structure of the Si-SiOz interface. In doing so, some of the

questions regarding the micro mechanisms of oxidation and of the interface traps should be

answered.

FÍgure 2.1: Cross sectional TEM irnage of the Si-SiOz interface (thenrnally

grown SiOz)

Using a cross sectional transmission elecÍon microscope (TEM), K¡ivanek et al [18] have

reported the images of the Si-SiO2 interface in 1978. The image is shown in Figure 2.l,in

which the resolution for silicon crystal was 3Å and that for SiO2 was not known.

However, this image shows clearly a transition f¡om the silicon crystal to amorphous

silicon oxide. There is a sharp Íansition. Because of the resolution limit, it was not

possible to determine the stucture of the interface. We still do not know whether it is a

crystalline silicon to amorphous silicon oxide abrupt interface or it has an interfacial layer

present in between. If there is an interfacial layer, then this layer could be amorphous

silcon, crystalline silicon oxide of some particular forms or a mixture of amorphous silicon

with amorphous silicon oxide. It is generally believed that the interfacial layer consists of



I
cristobalites, a cornmon form of crystalline SiO2 formed simply by inserting oxygen atoms

between silicon atoms [19]. With a lattice parameter of.4AVo larger than that of the silicon

crystal, the formation of cristobalite on top of the silicon subsEate will create a considerable

amount of stress and thus make the structure unstable and un¡ealistic. Another thought of

the interface is that the interface is abrupt with no transition layer in between. But this

seems to be violating the basic thermodynamic theory because an abrupt Fansition implies

that the entropy contained inside the system would be infinite. It has also been suggested

that the interface layer is a mixture of amorphous silicon and amo¡phous silicon oxide. The

amorphous silicon is present because the lattice structure is upset by the invading oxygen

atoms.

Recently, using a high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM),

Ourmazd and Bevk [20] have reported that there is indeed a crystalline structure at the Si-

SiO2 interface. Their results about the'110'and the'1T0'lattice images are shown in

Figtre2.2. The stucture of a unit cell of silicon crystal is shown in Figure 2.3(a) and the

lattice planes are described schematically in Figure 2.3(b). The notations of '110'and

'lT0'representparticular surfaces of the unit cell.

Figure 2"2: FIRTEM images of
(thenmally grown

the Si-SiO2 interface

SiOz)
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trt can be seen clearly that there is a distinct crystalline layer of thickness of about 7.4 at the

Si-SiO2 interface. The inærface layer looks tot¿lly different from the two different direction

suggesting that the structure of this layer has a two fold symmemy. Since the oxide

displays a very complicated image and the pattern of the image probably has a very

complicated correlation with the positions of the silicon atoms and the oxygen atoms, there

is no direct method to determine the structure of the oxide. Computer simulation has been

used to match the HRTEM images. This is known as the Si-SiOz bulk shucture called the

tridymite shown in Figure 2.4. Five monolayers are found within the 7Å hansition layer

but it is important to note that the midymite might not be the unique structure that fits the

experiment images. It could also be another unknown form of oxide.

[1 1o]

I
[001]

OS¡
so [1101

Figune 2.4: ?'wo dír¡lemsioma8 nepreseraÊatio¡r of the s6nc¡ct¿sre of' tnidynraiêe

2"2 Cftner¡aicaß CormposåÉior¡ of fhe Så-Site åe¡Éenflace

Although the HRTEM images provide a better understanding about ttre general structure of

the Si-SiO2 interfacial layer, it still could not explain the physical and chemical nature of the

interface defective charges. A conhoversial issue about,whether the Si-SiOz interface

consists of any composition other than SiO2 still has not been resolved. Due to the
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mismatch between the lattice structure of silicon crystal and the lattice structure of the

tridymite, sEess exists at the interfacial layer which might cause defects. Such defects

could be in the form of SiO structures. In the silicon oxygen system, the only equilibrium

phases that can coexist are Si and SiO2. If any SiO phase exists, a large force is required to

stabilize the system. However, the existence of the SiO phase has been proposed by

Aspens and Theeten [21] based on the ellipsomeÇ results of different photonic energies fit

to a variety of models. The fit is poor for an abrupt, stoichiometric interface or a

mechanical mixture of silicon and silica. A mechanical mixture only changes the amplitude

of the Si and SiO2 peaks. But, a chemical mixnue of silicon and oxygen atoms gives a

good fit and the best one is for Si and SiOg.a. This fT¡ding is consisûent with the numerical

analysis given in Chapter 3. Using the well known fact that SiO2 will decompose in the

presence of Si at high temperatues (>900 'C).

Si + SiO2 -+ 2 SiO (2.r)

SiO is volatile at temperatures larger than 750 'C and therefore the SiO2 will continue to

decompose at temperatures higher than 900"C. This decomposition may be one of the

origins of electrical defects because the presence of SiO is generaily believed to be a form

of elecn-ical defects at the Si-SiOz interface 1221. T\e formation of electrical defects and

voids are shown schematically in Figure 2.5.

The electrical defects a¡e formed at high temperatures due to the acceleration of the

formation of SiO. The content of SiO could be minimized by sufficient supply of O2 to

reoxidize the SiO species. If oxygen is not available, voids are formed due to the large

amount of SiO2 decomposed.



tr. Microscopic defects formed
during oxidation or deposition

2 " Eler,:tical defects activaæd
due to the decomposition
reaction

3" Formation of oxide voids due
to excessive decomposition

1.2

decomposition
si + siQ -p 2sio

Reoxidation

2SiO + O, -øz

g

Å
1

decomposition
Si+SiQ+ 2SiO

Figure 2.5: Schernatic diagrarn illustratíng the f'onrnation of e[ectrical

defects and oxide voids

2 "3 llefectåve CËearges of Éhe Il,6tS System

Elecrical measurements are by far the most powerful and widely used methods ûo prob€ the

defects in ttre MOS system. Although they are not ttre direct methods to look at the Si-SiOz

interface, the i¡formation they provide is very useful because the electrical characæristics

are one of the major interest to quality deærmination and control. The Capacitance-Voltage

(C-V) method and the Current-Votøge (I-V) method are used for determining all kinds of

defective charges in the MOS system. These charges are the interface trap charge, the

oxide fixed charge, the oxide trapped charge and the mobile ion charge. The spatial

locations of those charges are shown in Figure 2.6.
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inærface trapped charges
oxide fixed charges
oxide rapped charges
mobile ion charges

Figure 2.6: SpatiaX l,ocatÍons of four kÍnds of defective changes

2.3 "X, nr¡tenface Trapped Charge and Oxide Fixed Charge

The interface trapped charge is located within 10Å, from the Si-SiO 2 tnterface. The net

charge could be positive or negative because both hole Eaps and electron traps are

presence.Various models have been put forward for the interface traps. These include

silicon dangting bonds, misfits, dislocations, excess oxygen atoms and oxygen deficiency

[23]. The most widely accepted model is the silicon dangling bond model. The density of

the interface Eaps located at the middle of the silicon band gap, referred to as the midgap

density (D¡), is generally used to represent the interface Eap level for the devices because

the accuracy of the measuements of the trap densities drops as the energy level of the Eaps

move toward the band edges.

The difference between the thermally grown oxides and the PECVD oxides could

be due to two factors. First, the Si-SiO2 interface fo¡ the PECVD oxides has a much

higher chance of getting impurities contamination. Second, the the fabrication process for

these two types of oxides are totally different. For thermalty grown oxides, the Si-SiO2

w

+
&

o
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interface structue has been discussed in detail in the previous sections. However, for

PECVD oxides, the Si-SiO2 intertace stnrcture is unknown up to today. The surface

consfruction kinetics has yet to be found, possibly by means of more sophisticated

techniques such as scanning tunnelling microscopy. Itmay have an interfacial layer similar

to that of thermal oxides but the crystalline structue is expected to consist of more defects

such as stacking faults and micropores which tend to lead to a high interface rap density.

The interfacial layer might not even have a structure of tridymiæ. A high temperafue

annealing (>900"C) afær deposition may reduce the tap density because high temperatures

enhance the diffusivities of the silicon and oxygen atoms, which, similar to thermal

oxidation, help the atoms to reaûange themselves.

The oxide fixed charge (Qd is the charge located at about 30Å. from the Si-SiO2

interface. This charge can be regarded as a charge sheet located at the Si-SiO2 interface

which does not change over different surface potential (Vs). Early sfudy has shown that

the oxide fixed charge is reproducible [24]. This means that for a certain set of growth

parameters, the amount of oxide fixed charge present is unchanged. It is also independent

of the impurity concenration in the silcon subsEate and the defects in the oxide bulk The

oxide fixed charge is stable under biased temperature ageing condition, indicating that this

oxide fixed charge is attached to the interface over a wild range of Ys. Deal et al [14] have

suggested that ionic silicon resulting from incomplete oxidation at the interface may be the

prime candidate for the oxide fixed charge.

Although the interface trapped charges and the oxide fixed charges appeared

differently f¡om the electrical measluements, there is no apparent reason why they are

different in nature. The major reason for this is that they are both located so close to the Si-

SiO2 interface and therefo¡e their compositions and structures are very similar. Several
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investigators have shown that the oxide fixed charg e may be atomically the same. They are

different only in terms of their energy level. The inærface trapped charges have energy

levels within the silicon band gap, thus their occupancy can be changed by the gate bias.

However, the energy levels of the oxide fixed charges may be located outside the band gap,

this is why their occupancy cannot be changed. The energy diagram for the inærface

rapped charges and the oxide fxed charged is shown in Figure 2.7.

¡nidsap },FGEruÐ

O inærface hole taps
x interface elecEon traps

' fixed hole traps
ø fixed elecfron traps

Fígure 2"72 T-ocations of electron and hole traps nean the Si-SiOe interface

2 "3 "2 Oxide Trapped Charge and Mobile non Charge

The oxide uapped charge can be located anywhere between the Si-SiO2 interface and the

metal-SiO2 interface. Both hole Eaps and elecEon Eaps may be present so that the net

charge may be positive or negative. The oxide happed charge is mainly due to impurities

and structural defects. This charge can be created, for example, by X-ray radiation or high

energy electron bombardment [25]. Unlike Dit and Q¡ which can be modelled as a two

dimensional charge sheet, the Qot exists th¡ee dimensionally in space. For this reason the

charge density, the cenfroid and the capture cross section are also imporfant pararneters for

the Qor. Several investigators f26,27,281 have studied these parameters by measuring the
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curent-voltage (I-V) characteristics with carriers injected into the oxide either by photo-

injection or by avalanche injection. The oxide fraps are generally shallow so that the

trapping and detrapping of holes and electrons are ¡eiatively easy. The oxide trapped

charge density can be reduced to the order of 1610 r*-2 by low temperature annealing in a

forming gas.

The mobile ion charge is mainly caused by the presence of alkali metal ions such as K+ and

Na+. Sodium ions are the most important ions because of their high mobility and their

abundance in the environment. Mobile ions are normally introduced into the oxide as

contaminants during the fabrication process and the metallization process, in which ions are

trapped under the elecrode and diffr¡sed into the oxide layer.

The mobile ion charge cannot be eliminated by annealing. The only way to reduce its

concentration is to keep the fabrication system clean. A SigN¿ layer deposited on top of the

SiO2layer before metallization may stop the diffusion of ions into the oxide layer. Once

the ions reach the SiO2-Si3N4 interface, they will be rapped there and become immobile.

Typical values of the mobile ion charge density is about 1910 ç¡1-2 for both the thermally

grolvn oxide films and the PECVD oxide fi.lms.

2.4 Ðefectåve Models fon Éhe Så-SitZ imtenface

Modelling of the Si-SiOz interface region is essential for the development of the

semiconductor technology. A good interface can provide important information for the

oxidation lirocess and betier undersianding of ihe or-igin and 'üie naiure of 'rhe deiec'uve

charges. lVith these information, a better conEol of the properties of the Si-SiOZ interface
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could be developed. Several models have been proposed over the years and they are the

coulombic, bond and defect models.

2"4.L The Coulornbic Model

This model flust proposed by Goeøberger et all29l suggest that the charge ar rhe Si-SiO2

interface is trapped by the potential wells induced by the oxide bulk charge. All oxide bulk

charge within a distance D from the interface will give rise to the formation of surface

st¿tes. D is assumed to be greater than two atomic layers and this idea is supported by two

facts. First of all, due to the non-stoichiometric properties of the Si-SiO2 interface, the

number of positive charges and the number of negative charges would be unlikely the same

in this region but the donor and acceptor states were found to be about the same.

Secondly, if the oxide charge is located within one or two atomic layers from the Si-SiO2

interface, the surface states will disappear due to the tunnelling of the oxide charge to the

silicon. The existence time of an occupied surface state longer than 24 hours has been

observed and this time is much longer than the expected tunnelling time. A schematic

representation of the model is shown in Figure 2.8.

Silicon Substraæ

T,EGEÌ{D
L. electron üaps near

the band edge
2. hole traps near the

band edge
3" naps with energy

level near the midgap

Figuune 2.8: Schermatic nepnesenÉation of $he aotrumbic mode[
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Positive and negative oxide charges u/ithin the distance D uiith energy levels near the band

edge give rise to the formation of elecfon and hole taps.. Charge clusters in this region

will also give rise to the formation of surface states with energy levels near the midgap.

The number of charge clusters is obviously less than the number of single charge, and this

would give rise to a U-shape distribution of the surface states. However, the predicted

number of charge clusters is very low and thus give a much lower estimated midgap charge

density than the experimental value.

2"4.2 The tsond Models

This model was flust put forward by Sakurai and Sugano [30]. They calculated the energy

levels for different surface bonding disorder models and found that the disorders are

responsible for various energy levels. These disorders are probably caused by the stain

and stess present at the Si-SiOz interface. A tight binding model for the silicon substrate

with a Bathe lattice is shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: ,{¡nonphous SiO2 nepnese¡¡Éed hy a tseÉhe-laûtice
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Several modeis which energy levels was calculated is shown in Figure 2.10.

Figune 2"L0: Severatr defect bond rnodels, (a) penfect ir¡Éerface

(b) witüt one of the bonds notated, (c) oxygen dangtring bond,

(d)weat< Si-O bond, (e) O-vacancy, and (Ð Sí danglirag bond

A perfect interface is shown in Figure 2.10(a), the same structure but with one of the

bonds rotated a certain angle is shown in Figure 2.10(b). Figure 2.10(c) shows an oxygen

dangling bond with one of the tetahedral structure missing and the oxygen bond

unattached. For all of these structures, no energy level is found within 0.5 eV below the

top of the valence band and 0.5 eV above the bonom of the conduction band. Therefore

they have no contribution to the interface states. Figure 2.10(d) shows a weak Si-O bond

with energy levels below the midgap of the silicon energy band gap. Figure 2.10(e) shows
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a O-vacancy or a weak Si-Si bond with energy levels falling within the region above the

midgap and below the conduction band. Both the Si-O weak bond and the Si-Si weak

bond or O-vacancy will have the energy levels vary if the bpnd length or the bond angle is

changed. At the Si-SiO2 interface, these structures can come with various bond lengths

and bond angles due to the local strain and stress, thus resulting in a continuous

disribution of the energy levels. Figure 2.I0(Ð shows a Si dangling bond with energy

levels around the middle of the energy gap. The Si dangling bond will be discussed in

more detail in the following sections.

No reliable calculation for the density as a function of the energy levels is available.

Furthermore, these models appear to be too simple to be realistic because the effect of the

clustering of stained bonds and the interaction between them has not been taken into

account.

2.4.3 Tt¿e Ðefect Models

A more complete qualiøtive model is proposed by Nicollian and Brews [31]. They

suggested that the Si-SiOz defects consist of stacking faults, micropores as well as various

atomic or molecular fragments left behind after oxidation. Four types of defects are

responsible for the creation of naps at the Si-SiO2 interface. They are trivalent silicon

(excess silicon), nonbridging oxygen (excess oxygen), impurities and oxide trapped

charge. They are shown in Figure 2.11.

Upon all these defects, the most accepted defects as the interface taps are the

silicon dangling bonds. They are probably formed due to the incomplete oxidation of

silicon. It is a silicon atom with three of its four valence elechons bonded to neighboring

atoms. The remaining electron can escape from the atom easily due to the low
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electronegativity of the silicon atom and acts as a hole Eap. Therefore it is positively charge

when it captures a hole and neutral when empty.

oxide frapped charge

amorphous
silicon oxide

crystalline
tansistion
layer

silicon
substrate

A

I

å

J

Figure 2.LL: Ðefect model of the Si-SiOe interface

Nishi l32l and Poindexter [33] have reported that the signal from the electron

paramagnetic resonance is related to the trivalent silicon, and the magnitude of this signal is

proportional to the midgap interface density level. Therefore, they have concluded that

there exist trivalent silicon at ttre Si-SiO2 inærface.

Nonbridging oxygen has not yet been identified as an electrical defect. Recently

Rubloff 122)has reported that this defect could be formed by simply breaking a Si-O bond

or by the presence of excess silicon atoms near the Si-SiOz interface which are left over

after oxidation. The presence of this defect at the interface could release sEain caused by

the lanice mismatch benveen silicon structue and SiO2 structtrre. The nonbridging oxygen

atom shares one of its valence electons with neighboring silicon atom and due to the high

elecfonegativity of the oxygen atom, the remaining elecúon acts as an electron frap.

Therefore it is negatively charged when it captures an elecEon and remains neubal when

empfy.
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The strain at the interface creates a potential minimum for the impurities and

therefore impurities tend to settle in this region. The impurities of the PECVD oxides may

come from many external sotrrces and therefore their trap densities are usually higher.

However, for the conventional thermal oxides, these impurities mostly come from the

dopants inside the silicon. For a silicon substrate with dopant concentration of 1915ç¡1-3,

the amount of impurities at the Si-SiOz interface is about 1910ç*-2. This is probably the

reason why there is a lower limit on the Si-SiOz interface ftap density level. The fourth

type of defects is the oxide Eapped charge induced potential wells. This defect has been

discussed earlier in section 2.4.1.
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ÛF' TFãE ANNEAT-NG PR.CCESSES

3.å T'he Ë{ydn"ogem Ar¡mea[istg Pnocesses

The interface napped charge and the oxide trapped charge can be minimized by thermal

annealing in a forming gas in the last step of the fabrication process. The commonly used

forming gas is a mixture of l07o to 257o of hydrogen in nitrogen gas. Annealing is

normally performed at 400'C to 450'C for 10 to 45 minutes.

A great deal of previous works 134,35,367 on annealing have clearly delineated the

importance of hydrogen in ttre annealing processes. It is generally believed that hydrogen

is making its way to the Si-SiO2 interface during annealing and reacts with the dangling

bonds of silicon there, thus inhabiting those unsatisfied bonds to form ftaps. Some of the

experimental facts that have puzzled investigators for years are:

(1) MOS devices with a polysilicon gate anneal much slower than those devices with

an active metal gate, such as aluminum or magnesium.

(2) The speed of annealing is dependent on the lateral geomehy for polysilicon gate

devices, but not for aluminum gaæ devices.

(3) MOS devices with an active metal gate can be annealled even without hydrogen in

the annealing ambient.

(4) Pre-metallization annealing of Si-SiOz interfaces proceeds more rapicily in

hydrogen than in ninogen.

23
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These findings suggest that there are other hydrogen sources for annealing besides

the forming gas, and that the annealing of active metal gate devices is not a snaight forwa¡d

process. Atomic hydrogen produced at the Al-SiOz interface is believed to be responsible

for the annealing process in aluminum gate devices [12]. Aluminum reacts with the trace

amount of water at the SiO2 surface during metallization. The water at the SiO2 surface is

usually in the form of hydroxyl group and bonded to the SiO2 surface as shown in Figure

3.1. It is the reaction befween A1 and the OH group at the metat-SiO2 interface that

produces atomic hydrogen.

Al+OH+AlO+H (3.1)

Hzo
I
b

Hzo Hro
t1
,l
6b

-lF-*ì'-*lt-

T,^ú
I

H-NH
l¿l1'?

-ÌF-*l'-*lt-

,{dsorption of water ¡nolecules
on the sÍlicon surface
IVhen silicon surface is exposed to air,
the highly reactive silicon dangling bonds
react with the moisture in the afrnosphere
to formOH goups. The water molecules
do not react with the oxygen atoms on
the surface because they are relatively
stable.

Metalization
Aluminum atoms react with OH
group
to produce atomic hydrogen

After metallization
Atomic hydrogen is generaæd and it
is mobile. They diffuse to the
silicon-silicon oxide inærface and
passivate the Íaps

Figure 3.tr: The neaction of .{[ wÍth the OH group teading to Ëhe genenation
of aûomic E{

The aluminum oxide is denoted by AIO instead of Al2O3 because the actual composition is

not known and it probably changes during annealing.

AI A1

+ H "/nloo
-li-o-li-*lt-
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The concenüation of H is equal to the concentration of the hydroxyl groups at the

Al-SiO2 interface. This is about one-third of the total atomic concenhation because the

hydroxyl groups bond only to the silicon atoms but not to the oxygen atoms as shown in

Figure 3.1. A schematic representation of the annealing processes is shown in Figure 3.2.
(1) H

å,ÐGNNÐ

inærface trapped charges

oxide fixed charges

oxide trapped chages

(Ð The ambient is a source of molecula¡ hydrogen for annealing.

Q) Al + OH -+ AIO + H is a source of atomic hydrogen for annealing.

(3) Hydrogen atoms and hydrogen molecules react with the inærface traps and

disables them from capturing car¡iers ftom the silicon substrafe.

Si=Sio+H + Si=Si-H

(4) Hydrogen atoms and hydrogen molecules rcact with the oxide traps fo prevent it

from capturing ttre tunneling elecEons.

Figune 3.2; Illn¡strating the annealing pnocesses

Hydrogen molecules dissociate into hydrogen atoms, thus reacting with the interface Eaps.

This dissociation is probably catalyzed by the highly reactive interface Eaps. Besides the

ambient and the metal-SiO interface which are acting as the sources of hydrogen, a third

sonrce may be the presence of H2 inside the bulk of the PECVD oxide films. The reason

of suggesting such a source is based on the fact that the reaction of SiII¿ with activated

oxygen will produce hydrogen molecules which may be fapped inside the oxide layer

during deposition. Although the Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrum (FTIR) does not
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show any trace of hydrogen present inside the SiO2 þulk, there is still a possibility that

hydrogen may exist with a concentration under the detection limit of the FIIR which is

about 0.5 to 1 atomic percent. In order words, the concentration of hydrogen up to 1020

cm-3, cannot be detected but may be present in the SiOz bulk

3 "2 T'he Two ReacÉiom Modeå

A single reaction model for interface fiap annealing is based on the reaction between

hydrogen atoms and the dangling bonds,

Si=Sio+H + Si=Si-H

The differential equation corresponding to this reaction is

(3.2)

$tsi.t = -ft1.[giø].[H]
(3.3)

where [Siø] and [H] are the surface concenhations of the silicon dangling bonds and

hydrogen atoms, respectively. k1 is the reaction rate constant and on the basis of the

bimolecular reaction theory, it is given by

kr = 2.rc.p'D¡r (3.4)

where p is the equivalent reaction radius and D¡1 is the diffusion coefficient of the mobile

species, in this case hydrogen atoms. The solution to the above differential equation is

[Siø] =
To*[H]o - [Si*10

(3.s)

whe¡e Ts¡ is the oxide thickness, tsi.lO is the original concentation of dangling bonds,

and [H]o is the original concentation of hydrogen atoms. This reaction model has been

found to be inaccurate because the solution of equation (3.4) does not fit the experimental

data. Reed and Plummer [i2] have suggested a two reaction model which fit the
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experimental data much better than the single reaction model. The second reaction

proposed by Reed and Plummer is

H+H -+ Hz (3.6)

This equation describes the demerization of atomic hydrogen into moiecular hydrogen

(H2). This reaction can occur readily due to two facts. One is the highly unstable atomic

hydrogen tending to form more stable species such as H2, and the other is the high mobility

of atomic hydrogen providing a high reaction rate for this reaction and thus making it

significanr

Although the fact that the interface haps can be passivated by the reaction with

hydrogen is widely accepted, the actual mechanism of this process is still a mystery. The

passivated üaps are generally assumed to have the strucfure of SiH. So far, no conclusive

results have been reported on the change of the concentation of Si-H before and after

annealing. This has raised a question of whether any other path of reactions could have

taken place such as hydrogen acting as a catalyst and not being consumed during the

passivation process. Johnston et al. [37] have reported an increase of duterium

accumulation at the Si-SiOz interface after annealing. This phenomenon is in favour of the

consumptive mechanism but it could be due to ttre high sfress at the interface which creates

an energy minimum for the duterium and taps them. Until more conclusive results are
j

found, both consumptive and non-consumptive reactions could be possible for the

passivation mechanism, therefore both cases are briefiy discussed in the following

sections.
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3"2.L T'heoneÉical A.nalysås for the Nor¡-Conesnrmptive Meahanüsm¡

The non-consumptive two reaction mechanism implies that the hydrogen atoms act as

catalyst and are not consumed after the passivation reaction. At the same time, hydrogen

atoms recombine to form molecular hydrogen inside the oxide bulk. The schematic

representation of ttre model is shown in Figure 3.3.

A1

si%

si

FÍgure 3.3: Schernatic nepresentatíon of the two neaction rnodel

The two reactions can be described by

Siø+H+O+H

H+H +Hz

(3.7)

(3.8)

The symbol O denotes a passivated Eap center whose physical sfructure and chemical

composition is unknown. It could be of the structure of tridymite or anything else. The

only characteristic known is that this structure is electrically inactive. The corresponding

differential equations for the reaction described in (3.7) and (3.8) are

[Siø] = - k1.[Siø].[H]
(3.e)

(3.10)lHl = -kz'[H]2

where k1 and k2 are reaction rate constants for the passivation reaction (equation 3.7) and

the dimerization reaction (equation 3.8), respectively. [Sie] and [F{] are the concent'ations

d
dt
d
dr
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of the silicon dangling bonds and the hydrogen atoms at the Si-SiOz interface, respectively.

Based on the chemical kinetic theory, k1 and kzcalrlbe expressed as

kr = 2.æ.pr.Ds

kz =  -n.pz-Du

where pt and pzare the sums of the reaction radü and are given by

Pt=rsi*r¡l

p2=r¡¡fr¡¡

(3.16)

(3.1 1)

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.17)

where r5¡ and rH are the capture cross section radü of silicon dangling bonds and hydrogen

atoms, respectively. Dg is the diffusion coefficient of the hydrogen atoms, and it can be

expressed empirically in the form of
DH = Do.expPn¡

k.T (3.1s)

[Siø] =
lSi*10

{l + 2.k2.[H]o.t]q

where Dg is the diffusion coefficient at T=0oK which is equal to 10-5cm-2r-1, and Eg is the

activation energy for the diffusion of hydrogen atoms in silicon oxide which is about 0.75

eV [15]. The solution to equations (3.9) and (3.10) is

where [Si'10 and [H]o is the initiat concenÍations of silicon dangling bonds and hydrogen

atoms at the Si-SiO2 interface, respectively; t is the annealing time and

tl= kt
2'kz

The radius of a hydrogen atom is 0.5Å. The capture cross section of ttre rivalently bonded

silicon atom is not known but it is assumed to be at least as large as the radius of the silicon

teEahed¡al radius which is about 1.24,, and may be up to 507o larger which is then 1.8,Â,.

The initial concenüation of the silicon dangling bonds ([Si*¡O¡ can be found by

experimental method only. In our case, ECR PECVD oxides of 200Å in thickness were
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deposited on silicon subsnates inside the plasma chamber with deposition parameters given

in appendix A. An aluminum layer was deposited onto the oxide surface to form the gate

electode for the MOS device. The high-low frequency capacitance-voltage method was

used to extract the Si-SiOz interface information. A Booton 72AD was used for measuring

the high frequency C-V characteristics and a HP 4lÆb pA meter was used for measuring

the quasi st¿tic C-V characteristics. The data was then fed into a computer program for the

calculation of the initial silicon dangling bond density and the interface trap density. The

computer program is given in Appendix B. Five MOS capacitors were used for each case

to ensure the consistency of the experimental results. The capacitors were then annealed in

forming gas containng 10Vo H2 at 400'C for a predetermined time. The cha¡acterization

procedure was repeated each time until the accumulated annealing time of 3600 seconds

was reached. These interface rap density dat¿ were used as the experimental references for

the numerical analysis. The initial value of the atomic hydrogen [H]g depends very much

on the reaction between the gate aluminum and the fraces of water as described in Section

3.1, the oxide thickness and the amount of OH groups. The following assumptions have

been made [12].

(1) The amount of OH groups is sufficient for the reaction,

(2) the gate aluminum reacts efficiently with the OH groups within the temperature

range under this investigation, and

(3) the transport of atomic hydrogen through the oxide is not the rate limiting process

in the annealing processes.

The initial concentation of hydrogen atoms [t{O can be estimaæd by

lHlo = NoH'exp(þ
(3.18)
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where Ng¡1is the concentation of OH groups on fhe metal-silicon oxide interface

and it has been estimated to be 1.67 x 1023 cm3 [12]. EB is the activation energy for the

reaction which is assumed to be 0.46eV. Therefore [FI]o is estimated to be 6 * 1919r--3.

Using these initial values and equation (3.16), the capture cross section of the silicon

dangling bond is found to be 1.62,Â, which is within the estimated value of 1.2.Ä. m 1.8.&

t381.

The non-consumptive mechanism of the two reaction model is the simplest case of

our interest and it is the only case which can be soived anal¡ically. Later, we shall present

other reaction models which are more complicated and the differential equations used to

described them cannot be solved anat¡ically. The only way to solved them is to use

numerical methods.

3.2.2 Nurnerical Analysis for the Non-Consurnptive Mechanism

Since all ttre annealing models are evaluated by a numerical simulation method, it is worthy

to find out the validity of the method by comparing it to a model for which anal¡ical results

are available. The non-consumptive two reaction model is a perfect candidate for such a

comparison since it is the only model for which anal¡ical results are available.

The numerical method employed to solve the differential equations is the Adams-

Moulton method. It is a multi-step method consisting of two equations, one is the predictor

equation and the other is the corrector equation and they are

Fnedictor . yn+l = Yn + fr{SSt"- 59f¡-1 + 37fn-2 - 9fn-s)
(3.1e)

(3.20)Cornecto¡':
yn+l = y^+ 

fuQf^¡1 * 19f¡ - 5fn-r + fn-z)
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where f is the fust derivative of y which is the differential equation to be solved. The

pred.ictor is a cubic polynomiat which is used to fit the dat¿ to get a new value for the

derivative fn..1. This value is integrated together wittr three previous derivative data to get a

new data point ynç1. This method is faster and simpler as compffed to other numerical

methods because for this method only two calculation steps a.re necessary. This is the

reason why it is more favorable than other methods. It has an error which is proportional

to the f,fth power of the step size, and this is acceptable in our analysis.

The only short coming of this method is that four data points are needed to sta¡t the

calculation but only one initial data point is available experimentally. Therefore the Runge-

Kutta algorithm has to be employed for the generation of the flust four data points. Four

intermediate derivative points a¡e used to estimate a ne\p data point, one at the position of

the presently known data point, one at the position of the predicting data point and nvice in

the middle of the two. These four intermediate derivatives are then inægrated over the step

size to yield the new data. The equations used are given below:

where

Yn+1 =|et * 2'k2 + 2.k3 + þ)

kt = h.f(xn,yn)

kz = h'f(xn o f, v" . þ
k¡ = h.f(xn +), v^ *br)
k¿ = h.f(xn + k3, yn * k3)

This is a suitable choice for estimating the four initial points because it also has an error

proportional to the fifth power of the step size which is the same as that for the Adams-

Moulton mettrod.

The two algorithms are used together to simuiate the model with the dangling bond

capture cross section radius as a varying parameter. The best fit is decided by the

(3.2r)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)
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minimization of an error term. Since the interface frap density depends exponentially on

time, simply adding the differences befween the experimental data and the simulation data

together based on equation (3.26) would create a bias that the first few daø points have

more effect on the er¡or term than tle rest.

€rror = X I d"*p"ri-ental - dsimulatedl

This can be seen more clea¡iy in Figure 3.4

time

Figure 3"4: T'he bias of the error ûowards large trap densÍty regíore

Special care has to be taken for the calculation of the enor term in order to eliminate the

bias. Taking natural log of all the data points could make all the data points to fall into the

same order and reduce the bias but the bias is still observable. Reed et al [12] have

estimated the best simulation fit by using the least square method, that is by adding the

square of the differences between the experimental data and the simulaæd data as given by

error = f, {d"***ental - dsimulated)2 (3.27)

This method can provide absolute values of the differences but it cannot eliminate the bias

at all. The best way to eliminate the bias is to use the percentage enor method as given by
l¿¿lerror=¿h;; 

(3.28)

This method is simple and require minimal amount of computation time and therefore a

suitable candidate for the estimation of the validity of the models. By using the method

described above, a comput€r simulation is done by using a program written in Lightspeed

Pascal on a Macintosh SE/30 for the non-consumptive two reaction model.

(3.26)

b
c)

Þ.
d
IJ
q)
o(ú
o
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The tap densities at different times are calculated with the radius of the silicon

dangling bonds capture cross section assumed to be I.2, 1.7 nd 2.2Ã. Th results are

shown in Figure 3.5(a) and those for the corresponding [H] shown in Figure 3.5(b). It

can be seen that the simulation results are in reasonable agreement with the experimental

data. The calculated values of the error term with respect to the silicon dangling bond

caphre cross sections are shown Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 shows that the best fit is obtained when the radius of the silicon dangling

bond capture cross section is about 1.6 - 1.7.Â,. This agrees well with the theoretical

estimation mentioned in section 3.2.I, suggesting that this simulation method is acceptable

for the computation of the capture cross section radius.

3.2.3 The Consurnptive T'wo Reactio¡r Moden

The consumptive two reaction model consists of a passivation reaction and'a hydrogen

dimerization reaction. The only difference from the non-consumptive model is that the

hydrogen atoms are consumed in the reaction with ttre silicon dangling bonds forming Si-H

as the end product. The two reactions of the consumptive models are
k1

Siø+H-+SiH
k2

H+HèHz

The corresponding differential equations are

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

$tsi't = -þ1.[gte].[H]

$tHt - -k1[siø].tHl -2'kz.lrl2

where kt and kz are reaction constants which can be expressed in the form of equations

(3.11) and (3.12), respectively. The exta term presence in equation (3.32), by comparing

with equation (3.10) is due to hydrogen atoms being consumed at a rate of kt while

reacting with silicon dangling bonds.

Utilizing the er¡or estimation method described in section 3.2.2 and equation

(3.28), the value of the error terrn as a function of the silicon dangling bond capnue cross

cenfinn rqrlittc ic chnrtr- i- fi-tt.o ? 7 Tf ¡an lra capn fhaf +ha lrec+ fif m¡rrrc rrrhan fha rarfittcùvvÉv¡¡ ¡suso ¡u ù¡¡v vv À^ u¡ r¡6Bv J. I . Lv wg^ uv ùvv¡r u¡4L u¡v uvùr À¡! vvwq ù YY ¡¡v^^ u¡v ¡ ewgù

of the silicon dangling bond is about 1.6 to t.ZÅ.. fhis f-rnding is very close to that based
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on the non-consumptive two reaction model. This may imply that the amount of hydrogen

atoms consumed through the passivation reaction is insignificant compared to the amount

that is consumed by the dimerization reaction. Therefore, equation (3.32) can be simplified

by ignoring the kr.[Si*].[FI] term which reduce it to equation (3.10). This makes the

differential equations to be exactly the same as those for the non-consumptive two reaction

model, and therefore they yield the same results. In later sections, the non-consumptive

and consumptive models will be discussed simultaneously since they are likely to yield

simila¡ results.

é
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È
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c
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silicon dangling bond capture cross section radius (Å)

Figure 3.7: Computed value of the error tenrn as a fi¡nction of ûhe silico¡¡

dangling bond captune cross sectior¡

3.3 The Thnee Reactiom Mode[ ({nc[¡rdåme F{e)

It has been shown by many investigators that the interface Eap density of Si-SiO2

systems without an active metal electode (This case u¡ill be referred to as ba¡e oxide) can

be reduced by annealing in an ambient containing hydrogen gas. \Vithout the active metal

elecüode, the process described in section 3.1 which generates hydrogen atoms does not

exists and no atomic hydrogen should be produced. 'Without atomic hydrogen, the
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passivation reaction described by the two reaction model could not proceed and therefore

the interface trap density should remain constant. This is in contradiction to the

experimental results shown in Table 3.1. This suggests that the two reaction model cannot

completely describe the annealing processes. Another experimental fact which has to be

taken into account is that the interface trap density of a bare oxide cannot be reduced at all

when annealed in a hydrogen free medium [10], implying the importance of the presence of

hydrogen.

Table 3.tr: Experirnental facts ÍndicatÍng ûhe import¿nce of F{2 in Éhe

riannearlng DFocesses

arnbient with electnodes no electrodes

Nr a¡nealed not a¡rnealed

kl.'t TN l{r annealed annealed

It is likely that hydrogen molecules from the environment can somehow work their

way through the oxide bulk to the Si-SiOz interface and react with the interface traps thus

passivating thern If this is true, then the fwo reaction model does not describe completely

the annealing processes because it does not includes the reaction of the interface Eaps with

hydrogen molecules which is believed to be the passivation mechanism for the annealing of

bare oxides in a medium containing hydrogen molecules. We therefore propose a three

reaction model including the reaction between hydrogen molecules and silicon dangling

bonds. For the non-consumptive case, this reaction can be w¡itten as

Siø+Hz-)O+H2

Similarly, for the consumptive case, it can be writæn as

(3.33)

Siø+Hz+SiH+H (3.34)

The non-consumptive mechanism three reaction model is shown schematically in Figure

3.8.
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The th¡ee reactions for this model can b€ writæn as
k1

Siø+H-+O+H
k2

Sie+Hz+O+H2

k3

H+H+H2

(1) Siø + Hz -+ 0-H + H

(2) O-H+H+@+H2

neactÍon rnodel

Equation (3.36) is very unlikeiy to be a fundamental equation. The actual reaction could be

in the following sequence

(3.3s)

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.3e)

This is just an assumption and no direct proof is yet available for the actual mechanism.

This assumption does not affect the reaction rate as long as reaction (2) is not the rate

limiting reaction. From equations (3.35) to (3.37), the corresponding differential equations

are

[Siø] = -k1.[Siø].[H] - kz.[Si,].[Hz]

[H] = - 2'k¡'[H]2
(3.40)

(3.41)

12, /11\

d
dt
_ð
dt
_ú
dt

where

lHzl = k¡'[H]2



kt = 2.n.pr.DH

kz = 2.n. pz.Duz

kz = 4.n.p3.DH,

DH, is the diffusion coefficient of molecular hydrogen and

Pl = rst* rH

p2=r5i*r¡12

p3 = rH+ IH
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(3.43)

(3.M)

(3.4s)

(3.46)

(3.47)

(3.48)

Equations (3.40) to (3.42) together with the emor estimation method are used for the

evaluation of the validity of this model. The simulation results show that the differential

equations are not converging and yield unreasonable results for the [Siø]. The differential

equations have been reviewed together with the concenfrations of hydrogen atoms and

hydrogen molecules inside the bulk t¿ken into account. The [Hz] in the oxide bulk raise

rapidly due to the demerization of hydrogen atoms and reach a concentration in the order of

1619 sm-3. This is expected but the problem arise when hydrogen molecules can react with

silicon dangling bonds. This increases the passivation rate of the silicon dangüng bonds by

two orders and it is the major reason why the computed results are unreasonable.

The reason behind this which cause the unexpectedly high passivation rate of the

silicon dangling bonds is the incor¡ect estimation of the reaction rate constant for the

reaction between hydrogen molecules and the dangling bonds, k2. The calculation of k2 by

equation (3.M) is in an incorrect form because this equation is based on the assumption

that hydrogen molecules can react with the dangting bonds at an activation energy of zero.

It is obvious that this assumption is inconect. This is due to the fact that the hydrogen

molecules have to dissociate into nvo hydrogen atoms somehow in the passivation process

as described in equations (3.38) and (3.39). To take this factor into account, the
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expression for k2 has to be modified by multiplying it to an exponential ærm and change it

to the form of an Arrhenius equation. The new equation is thus

kz = 2.n.p.D¡1,.expéOl
k.T

(3.4e)

where Esi is the activation energy for the reaction between hydrogen molecules and the

dangling bonds, k is the Boløman constant and T is the absolute temperature. Since the

activation energy for this reaction is unknown and therefore it is also Eeated as a variable

parameter. Together with the variation of the capture cross section of the dangting bonds,

the computed values of the error term as a function of the silicon dangling bond activation

energy is shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Cornputed value of the error term as a function of Êhe silicon

dangling bond captune cross section radius and the activaûion energy Eg¡

It can be seen that as the activation energy @5) approaches zero, the value of the error tenn

increases very rapidly, and this is where the non converging results occru. The values of

the error term fall into a reasonable region for E5¡ larger than 0.4eV. This means that the

reaction between hydrogen molecules and dangling bonds requires a cei'cain amount of

activation energy as expected. In fact, the best fit to the experimental data points is
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obtained when the Esi is about 0.6eV. It can also be seen that the best fit also occurs when

the capture cross section radius of the dangling bond is about 1.6Å. fhis agrees well with

the results found in section 3.2 for the two reaction models. The computed value of the

error term as a function of the activation energy is shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figune 3.10: T'he cornputed vatrue of the erron terrn as a fumction of the

activation energy Eg¡

There is a minimum ir Esi equal to 0.6eV and for E5¡ greater than 0.7eV, the values of the

error term became almost constant. The reason is that for larger E5¡, the reaction rate

constant (kz) which is inversely proportion to the exponential of E5¡ will becomes zero and

all differential equations for the three reaction model will reduce to the same as those for the

two reaction model. It is also found that the error term levels off very close to the

activation energy where the best fit occu¡s. The reason is that the rate of the reaction

between the hydrogen molecules and the dangling bonds is much slower than the rate

hydrogen atoms and the dangling bonds. This can be seen that k2 is close to zero as

compared to k1 for E5¡ equal to 0.6eV. If kz is larger than k1, then the enor tenn would

rise again bsfore it levels off.
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The consumptive th¡ee reaction model is similar to the corresponding non-

consumptive one except that hydrogen are being consumed in the reactions. A schematic

description is similar to the one shown in figure 3.9 but the reactions for this model become

k1

Siø+H+SiH
k2

Siø+Hz+SiH+H
k3

H+H+Ifz

and the corresponding differential equations become

(3.s0)

(3.51)

(3.s2)

(3.s3)

(3.s4)

(3.55)

$tsi't = -kr.[si*].tHl - k2.[siø].[H2]

$rnr - -k1.tSiøl.tHl + k2.[Siø].[H] -2.k¡'[H]2

$rrl =- kz.[Si'].[Hz] + ks.[H]2

The expressions for k1 and k3 are the same as those given in equations (3.43) and (3.45),

arudkz takes the form given in equation (3.49) for which the activation energy is taken into

account for a more accurate model.

The same procedure used for the non-consumptive model has been carried out for

the consumptive one with the activation energy and the dangling bond capture cross section

radius as varying parameters. The values of the eûor term calculated for the consumptive

model are simila¡ to those for the non-Çonsumptive one, and the minimum enor value

occurs when the activation energy is 0.6eV and the dangling bond capture cross section

radius is 1.6.Å. These results also agrees welt with the previous findings. The reason that

the consumptive model and the non-consumptive model behave similarly is probably due to

the amount of atomic and molecular hydrogen consumed is negligible as compared to their

total concenfrations.
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Due to the slow reaction rate between the hydrogen molecules and the dangling

bonds, this reaction alone may not be enough for creating a noticeable effect in the

annealing of bare oxides in the ambient containing hydrogen gas. However, no conclusion

about this can be made at this point. Further experiments such as the dependence of the

annealing time for the bare oxide in forming gas is needed to prove whether this reaction

alone is sufficient or not. If the result is negative, there is a possibility that the molecular

hydrogen may somehow be dissociated into atomic hydrogen inside the oxide brrlk on its

way to the Si-SiO2 interface. Of course, if molecula¡ hydrogen is dissociated into atomic

hydrogen, the reaction raæ should be inffeased.

One point that is made clear from this simulation is that there is indeed a reaction

between the molecular hydrogen and the silicon dangling bonds ¿rnd this explains at least

partially why bare oxide can be annealed in the forming gas.

3"4 T[¡ree Reactio¡r Models (trmctruding Sít)

Another issue which has to be addressed in modelling the Si-SiO2 interface is the physical

natue of the interface Eaps. So fa¡ in this thesis, the interface ftaps are assumed to be of

the nature of the silicon dangling bonds. In this section, we shall discuss the actual

composition of the interface taps.

Rubloff [22Jhave suggested that there is a three stage process for the evolution of

the interface ftaps. In this model, SiO2 reacts with Si to form SiO which is the suspected

candidaæ for the second kind of interface taps. Aspens and Theetenl2Il have also shown

that the chemical composition of the Si-SiOz interface is a chemical mixture of silicon and

oxygen with a ratio of SiOO.¿. This suggests that the possibility for the presence of SiO

defects at the interface cannot be ruled out. In this section, a three reaction model with SiO
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together with Siø as the interface defects is presented. For simplicity, only atomic

hydrogen is considered for the time being and the models including both SiO and H2 wiJI

be presented in the next section.

This th¡ee reaction model for the non-consumptive case is shown schemaúcally in

Figure 3.11.

AI

SiO2

Si

Figrene 3.Xt: Schernatíc repnesentation of the reaction rnodel wiÉh Siû

The three reactions are

k1

SiO+H+8+H
k2

Siø+H-+O+H
k3

H+H +If2

where I and O are unknown structües which are electrically inactive.

differential equations æe

$tsiotdt

4tsi.l
clt

= -kr'[SiO]'[H]

= - þ2.[giø].[H]

(3.s6)

(3.s7)

(3.s8)

The corresponding

(3.5e)

(3.60)

(3.61)*t"l = -2.kz.Lrlz

where kt, k2 and k3 are ttre reaction constants which are given by

kt = 2.n.pr.Du (3.62)



kz = 2'æ.pz'DH

k3 =  .n.p¡.Dri

md pl, pz, p3 are given by

Pl=rsio+rH

p2=rsi+r¡I

p3 = rH+ rH
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(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.6s)

(3.66)

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3.6e)

(3.70)

(3.7r)

(3.72)

(3.73)

For the consumptive variation of this model, the reactions are very similar and they can be

writæn as

k1

SiO+H+SiOH
k2

Siø+H-+SiH
k3

H+H +Íþ

The corresponding differential equations are

$tsio1 = -kr.[sio].[H]

$tsi.t = - lç2.[gio].[H]

$ttl = -kr.[sio].tHl - k2.tsiø1.[fl] - 2.kz-[H]2

where kt, kz and k3 are ttre same as those given in equations (3.62) - (3.64).

Since the initial ratio of the density of Siø to the density of SiO is unknown,

therefore it is treated as an unknown parameter when performing the simulation

computation. The percentage of the SiO defects in the total number of faps is expected to

be in the order of a few percent. This is due to the fact that no electron paramagnetic

resonance (EPR) signal besides that of the silicon dangling bonds has been reported. If the

concenfation of SiO defects is at a high percentage, this can probably be observed in the

EPR signals.
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The capture cross section radius of the SiO defects is also not known and it is

assumed to be the sum of the radü of the tetrahedral silicon and oxygen which is about

1.84Å. The validity of this assumption will be verified later in this section. The activation

energies for the reactions between atomic hydrogen and both defect structues a¡e assumed

to be very low and therefore the rates for the reactions shown in equations (3.62) and

(3.63) are valid.

The simulation results with the caprure cross section radius of silicon dangling

bonds and the Si@/SiO ratio as varying parameters are shown in figure 3.12.
...i... :'.....

FÍgure 3.tr-2: Computed value of the error tenm as a ftlnctior¡ of' the sitricon

dangling bond capture cross section radius and the SiO/Si* natÍo

It can be seen that the eûor teffn has its minimum at the point where the capture cross

section radius of the silicon dangling bond is 1.6Ä, and the SiO is 5Vo of.the total number of

taps. The error as a function of the SiO/Siø with the capture cross section radius dangling

bond set to 1.6Ä, is shown in Figure 3.13.
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FÍgure 3.13: Cornputed value of the error term as a fur¡ction of the SiO/Si*

raûio

It can be seen more clearly that the minimum value of the error terrn is at the point where

SiO is 0.05 of the tot¿I number of traps. However, at th; point where SiO does not exist is

also a reasonable approximation. =The value of the error term increases with the increasing

concenfation of SiO defects because the SiO has a larger capture cross section radius and

thus speed up the passivation rate of the interface fraps. The same explanation could be

applied for the capture cross section radii of the silicon dangling bonds above 1.6Å. The

value of the enoÍ term increases as the capture cross section radius of the dangling bonds

decreases when it is below 1.6.Â,. This is due to the small capnue cross section which ænds

to slow down the reaction rate.

Another unknown parameter which has to be considered is the capture cross section

radius of the SiO. The following simulation is done with the capture cross section radius

of silicon dangling bond set to be 1.6.4. and wittr the capture cross section radius of SiO and

the Sio percent¿ge as varying parameters. The results are shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figune 3.L4: Computed vatrue of the erron tenrn as a function of the Siû
defect capture cross section radíus and the SiO/SÍø ratio

Simulation computation has been performed with the capture cross section radü of the SiO

between 1.5Å and 2.5L. This is a reasonable range for the actual value because the SiO

structu-re is larger as compared to the silicon dangling bond. It can be seen from Figure

3.14 that the value of the error terrn is not sensitive to the change of the SiO capture cross

section radius. This could be due to the fact that the percentage of SiO in the inærface taps

is very low. Therefore it does not affect the value of the eror term by a significant amount

in the range of radü which is of our interesl

The results from the consumptive variation of this model are very simila¡ to those

for the non-consumptive model. These results also agree well with previous findings and

theoretical predictions and thus the reaction model with SiO is a reasonable model for

explaining the annealing processes.
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3"5 T'he kÃu[Éå-Reactiom Modeå wüth Sü@ and Ëde

The model presented in the previous section suggested that the presence of SiO defects at

the Si-SiO2tnterface is probable. One drawback of such model is that it has the same

deficiency as the two reaction model. In order to make it satisfactory concerning the bare

oxide annealing processes, the reaction with molecular hydrogen is also included. A

schematic representation of the newly proposed multi-reaction model is shown in Figure

3.15

Figure 3.tr5: Schematic representation of the rnulti-¡'eac$ion ¡nodeå

The reactions for the non-çonsumption case of this model can be written as
k1

Siø+H-+O+H
kz

Siø+HziO+H2
k

5̂

SiO+H+8+H
ko

SiO+Hz+8+H2
k5

H + H -+tt7

(3.74)

(3.7s)

(3.76)

(3.77)

(3.78)
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Equations (3.7 5) nd (3.77) are probably not fundam€ntal reactions as discussed in section

3.3. They probably go through some set of reactions similar to those described by

equations (3.38) and (3.39). The corresponding differential equarions are

where

and

$lsi't = -kr.[si*].tnl - k2.[siø].[H2]

$tsiot = -k¡.lsio].tHl - k4.tsiol.tH2l

$tHt = - Z.ks.l*l2

$tul = ks.[H]2

kt = 2.n.pt.Dg

k2 = 2.n. p2.D ¡1.exp ç-&¡
k.T

kz = Z'n'pg'Dn

k4 = 2.æ. Pa.D¡1.exp (Ës'o)
k.T

k5 = 4'æ'ps'Dn

pt = rsi+ rH

p2 = rsi+ rH2

p3 = rsio+ rI{

p4 = rsio+ rH2

p5 = rH+ rH

(3.7e)

(3.80)

(3.81)

(3.82)

(3.83)

(3.84)

(3.8s)

(3.86)

(3.87)

(3.88)

(3.8e)

(3.e0)

(3.e1)

(3.e2)

E5¡ and E5¡g are activation energies required for the reactions between the interface Eaps

and molecular hydrogen.

The consumptive va¡iation of this model consists of reactions given below:



k1

Siø + H+ SiH

kz

Siø + Hz+ SiH + H

k
Ĵ

SiO+H-+SiOH
ko

SiO + Hz -+ SiOH + H

k5

H+H+Hz

and the corresponding differential equations æe
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(3.e3)

(3.e4)

(3.es)

(3.e6)

(3.e7)

(3.e8)

(3.ee)

$tsi,t = -kr.Isi*].lHl - k2.Isiø].[H2]

$tsio1 = -k¡.[Sio].lHl - k+.tsiol.tHzl

$tHt=-kr.[si'].tHl+k2.[siø]'[H2]-k3.[sio].tHl+k4.tsiol.tHzl-z.ks.l:nlz
(3.100)

*t"t = -kz.[si'].Hzl - k4.tsiol.l:azJ + ks.[H]2 (3.101)

where kl, k2, kg, k+ and k5 a¡e the same as those given in equations (3.83) to (3.87).

For both the non-consumptive and the consumptive cases, one un-hrown parameter

is the activation energy for the reaction be¡veen SiO defects and hydrogen molecules,

E5¡9. This parameter va¡ies with E5¡ and the concenration of SiO defects at the interface.
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Figure 3.tr7: Computed value of the error term as a function of the SiO

defect capture cEoss section radius and the SiO/Si' natÍo

Figure 3.16 and 3.17 show that the value of the error term remains constant within the

predicæd range of E5¡9. This could be due to the fact ttrat the amount of SiO defects is less

'u\arr 10 perceni of the ioial amount of interface traps. In addition to that, the reactiorr

between SiO and H2 is insignificant as compared to the reaction between SiO and H.
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Figure 3.tr-8: Computed vatrue of the erron term as a f¡¡nction of the
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Figure 3.18 shows that the value of the enor term increases very rapidly for Eg¡ less than

0.4€V indicating ttre importance of the role played by the activation energy.

One last simulation computation has performed with all ttre unknown parameters as

variables. The results shows that the least value of the error term occrus when the

parameters are given in Table 3.2.

T'able 3.2: Values of the ¡¡nknown panarneters fon the besÊ flt to Êhe

tal datartexÐertmen

fqi 1.6Å

Ðsi 0.6eV

SiOTo 5Vo

rsio 1.s-2.sÅ

Es¡n 0.3-1.3eV
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All these datz are within realistic ranges and they agree well with theoretical predictions.

Although the minimum value of the error term for the multi-reaction model is not

significantly lower than the value of the error term for the ¡ro reaction model, it can explain

the annealing phenomena better physically than the two reaction model We can therefo¡e

conclude that the new multi-reaction model which includes the reaction of hydrogen

molecules with silicon dangling bonds and SiO defects is a more complete model for

describing the annealing processes.
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ÐF'TECTS CF' T'F{E PLAS&,ÏA TREAT'&,ïENT' OF
SUESTRATE S{JRFACES ON T'HE PER.F'TR&{AÌ{CE

tF'&,fCS ÐEVTCES

4"L Basic Fnåmciple of Éhe &,licnowave FÐCVÐ T'ecåanËqare

Plasma, the fourth state of matters, is a mixture of ions, elecfrons and neutal atoms. The

electrons in the microwave plasma Ne at very high energy states which are sustained by the

energy supplied by electromagnetic radiation at a microwave frequency of 2.45 GtIz. The

electon temperature may reach 104K to 105K while the gas temperature may remain at

300K. This is due to the non-equilibrium between the gas molecules and the elecüons.

Inside the plasma, certain reactions can be carried out at relatively low gas temperatures

which may, otherwise, need a much higher gas temperature to produce under normal

conditions. This is because most of the energy required by the reactions in the plasma is

provided by the electons which are exciæd to very high energy states.

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of ttre SiO2 can be done by mixing silane gas

(SiH4) and oxygen (Oz) at room temperature and atrnospheric pressure to produce a

spontaneous combustion. The SiO2 formed this way is a white powdery deposit of

colloidal silica that is useless in semiconductor technology. To produce high quality SiO2

by a CVD process, the reaction between SiH¿ and 02 has to be conuolled. This can be

done by diluting the SiII¿ in an inert gas such as helium or argon and allowing this gas

mixture to react with Oz at a pressure below I Torr. The reaction normally occu.rs at

55
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temperatures in the range of 700'C to 900'C which exceed the limit for low üemperafures

processing. With the aid of a plasm a, a Eas temperature between 200'C and 500"C is

sufficient for this reaction. This is the major reason that thç plasma provides an important

means for low temperature processing. The reaction between SiII+ and A2 can be

described by

SiHa + Oz è SiO2 1ss¡¿¡ + zIJz

for tlre reaction under normal conditions at 700'C to 900'C, and by

02 -+ 20*

SiII¿+Si*+2H2

Sio + 20* + SiO2 (moterule)

for the reaction enhanced by plasma at 200'C - 500'C.

The conventional thermal oxidation process is shown in Figure 4.1. In this

process, oxygen molecules from the gas ambient diffuse through the oxide layer to the Si-

SiO2 interface and react with the silicon atoms there to form SiO2. Silicon atoms are

consumed at the inærface but supplied from the silicon substate.
Np-6.O+ SiII4&kNO SiOz

original
silicon
surface

silicon
consumed

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

Oz

tr
new
silicon
surface

Figure 4.L: Sche¡natic diagnarn showing
the thermal oxidation process for the

fabrication of SiO2 fllms.

Figure 4.2: Schernatic diagram
showÍng the FECVÐ process for

the fabrication of SiOe films.

si02

graded
interface

abrupt
interface
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In the PECVD process, silicon atoms are supplied f¡om the silane gas. The silane

reacts with the activated oxygen atoms or ions, that are formed due to the dissociation of

N2O gas in plasma, to form SiO2 and H2O. Siticon dioxide is then deposited layer by

layer onto the silicon substate and the water vapor is pumped out of the system. This

process is illusûated in Figure 4.2.

N2O molecules are dissociated by the microwave radiation into a variety of ions,

atoms and electrons such as NO, NO+, O*, o+, and e-. The activated O* atoms and o+

ions are highly reactive and these species are essential to the reaction with silane to produce

silicon dioxide molecules. The dissociation of N2O and the reactions between the activated

NO+, O* and O+ can be described by the following chemical reaction processes.

Dissociation of N2O

N2O +NO+O*

N2O +NO++O*+e-

NzO+NO+O++e-

NzO+NO++O++e-

Reaction with silane

(4.s)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

SiFIa + O+ + O* + e- -) SiO2 + 2H2

SiHa + NO+ + O* + e- + SiOz + NH3OH

The PECVD process can be used not only for ttre deposition of SiO2 films but also

for Si3N4 fitms that are also vital to the performance of high quality WSIs. One major

barrier preventing the PECVD oxide to be used as the gate oxide is its high concenration of

interface defects. Several investigators have reported that the interface characteristics can

be improved by reducing the surface contaminants [8,39,40] or by altering the interface

structures by particle bombardments L4L,421.
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The ECR microwave system used to produce the SiO2 thin films was developed

and built in the Materials and Devices Research Laboratory at the University of Manitoba

t431. This system has a short circuit or matched wavegui{e chamber to allow maximum

power transfer from the source to the plasma. Two extemal coils are mounted a¡ound the

waveguide chamber to provide an axial magnetic fieid to confine the plasma as well to

produce an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) condition. The system is schematically

shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: ECR rnicrowave plasmla systerrs

4,2 NzO Fåasma T'neatment

The presence of ninogen at the Si-SiOz interface may improve the interface

properties 144,45,46J. Nitrogen can be intoduced to the interface by (1) nitrification of

SiO2 films in a ninogen containing ambient, for examples, a mixture of hydrogen and

niffogen, NH3, or (2) oxidation of silicon substate in NzO. Ting et alt47l have reported

that the interface trap density of the oxide films grown in N2O are lower than that of the

oxide films grown in pure oxygen. It is generally believed that the nitrogen accumulated in

the oxide bulk reacts with the SiO2 to form SiO¡Ny [48]. The presence of SiOxNy at the

Âdoolar

ql H
0i.rc!iød
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interface will release the interface shain due to the lattice mismatch between silicon and

silicon dioxide, thus reducing the number of stress related defects. It has also been found

that the PECVD oxide films grown by using SiIIa and Oz have a higher concenrrarion of

defects than those grown by using SiIIa and NzO [a9]. This could be due to the reacrion

bet'ween SiII+ and N2O which may produce a better quality oxide, or due to a small amount

of nitrogen incorporated into the oxide to form oxynitrates. However, the nitrogen

concentation is below the detection limit of the FTTR, and no conclusion can be made

about the involvement of nitrogen. If it is not due to the nitrogen incorporation, then the

reaction between SiIIa and N2O may not be a simple direct process.

One way to improve the inærface characteristics is to Eeat the silicon substrate in an

N2O plasma prior to the deposition of SiO2. V/e have studied the effects of such a plasma

Eeatment of the substrate surface. The substrates used for this investigation were n-type,

<100> oriented, 3 - 8 ohm-cm silicon wafers. The subsuates were thoroughly cleaned

using the method described in detail in Appendix A with the main aim of removing the

native oxide and contaminants originally present on the silicon surface. The cleaned

substates were then loaded into the processing chamber and the whole system was

pumped down immediately to a base pressure of about 10-6 Torr in order to reduce the

chance of oxidation. It has been shown that the silcon substrate after being cleaned in a

LVo IfF dip and DI rinse at the last stage of the RCA cleaning process has only a few

monolayers of oxide when exposed to normal air. atmosphere for 30 minutes [50]. The

grown oxide layer is thinner if the cleaning does not involve DI rinse, possibly because the

oxidation rate of silicon in water is much higher than in air.

The subsüate is then exposed to N2O plasma of va¡ious pressures for thirry minutes

with the substrate temperature heated to 300"C. Five samples in each pressure are
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examined to reduce the experimental and random errors. Afte¡ the plasma treaFnent, a

200,Â. PECVD SiO2 films are deposited onto the substrates. The details of the deposition

technique are described somewhere else [51]. A complete description of the freaEnents and

deposition parameters is shown in appendix A. Elecfodes of 0.04 cm radü are then

deposited onto the oxide films and the back of the subsftate to form MOS capacitors.

Interface rap densities are then calculated from data of the high frequency and quasi-static

frequency capacitance-voltage measurements. The det¿ils of this method are described in

appendix B. The interface rap densities with different pressures of N2O plasma Eeafrnent

are shown in Figure 4.4.
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It can be seen from Figure 4.4 thatthe N2O plasma teatrnent of the silicon subsnate does

reduce the interface trap density of the MOS devices as deposited but this effect is

practicaliy independent of the gas pressue. No noticeable change in D¡1 for the devices

after post-metallization annealing (PMA) has been observed. Figure 4.5 shows that the

N2O plasma treatment of the silicon subsfrate causes an increase in Qf, and this inqease

slightly reduces with increasing gas pressure. This phenomenon may be explained by the

fact that nitrogen is a much weaker species than oxygen in its reaction with silicon. The

reaction be¡reen ninogen containing species and silicon can be expressed as

Si+aN+SiNa

Si+bNO+SiN"O¿

which are much slower than the reaction between oxygen and silicon which is expressed as

Si+O+SiO (4.13)

where variable a, b, c, and d are unknown constants since the structures of the end

products are unknown. The slow reaction between nitrogen and silicon implies that the

amount of nitrogen incorporated in the thermally grown SiO2 films is much less as

compared to oxygen. Furthermore, the silicon substate is subject to a similar kind of

freatrnent during filrn deposition because the subsnate is exposed to N2O plasma. Since the

deposition parameters for all samples are the siune, the effects of gas pressure for the N2O

plasma Eeatrnent may be covered up by the later plasma exposue. However, the decrease

of the D¡¡ is probably due to the formation of a SiO¡N, layer on the silicon surface afær the

N2O plasma üeaÍnent.

(4.11)

(4.t2)
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After the N2O plasma Eeatment, the substate prior to the deposition of PECVD oxide film

was immediately measured by FTIR specÍoscopy. The reference substrate for this FTIR

measruement was cleaned using the same method described above. Five hundred scans

were done on both the reference wittrout N2O plasma Eeatnent and the substrate after N2O

plasma Eeatûient in order to reduce the noise to an accept¿ble level. Figure 4.6 shows

clearly that there is a peak at about 1080 cm-l corresponding to the absorption of SiOz. If

there is any nitrogen incorporated into the oxide film chemically, the absorption peak will

shift to a lower wavenumber position.There is no noticeable shift of the SiO2 peak in

Figure 4.6 indicating that the amount of niuogen incorporated in this film is small. The

N2O plasma freatment processes is shown schematically in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4"7: N2O plasrna tneatrnent process

4.3 Þ[åtnoger'å F[asma T'neatrnemt

In the previous section, we have mentioned that the N2O plasma Eeatrnent reducos the

interface trap density by a small amount. However, the role of the nitrogen played in the

N2O plasma treaftnent has not yet been determined. Therefore, we study the effects of

nitogen plasma üeatmenl

The same method as described in section 4.2 and Appendix A was used to clean the

subsüates. After cleaning, the substrates were fteated in Nz plasma for thirty minutes at

gas pressures of 10 mTorr, 60 mTon and 120 mTorr. The SiO2 films were deposited

immediately after the Eeatment. The whole experimental procedure was simila¡ to that

described previously. Figure 4.8 shows that the interface nap density after N2 plasma

üeatrnent is almost one order lower than the unfreated samples. The sample Eeated at a

pressure of 60 mTorr gives a lower trap density than the others. Figure 4.9 shows the
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F"IIR spectrum of the subsEate afær nirogen plasma featment. In this spectrün there is a

peak at 960cm-1 which corresponds to the absorption of SiN bonds.
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The oxide fixed charge density as a function of gas pressure of the N2 plasma is shown in

Figure 4.10. It is interesting to note that the effect of the N2 plasma treatrnent depends

strongly on the gas pressue. For gas pressure of 10 mTorr and 120 mTorr, the oxide

fixed charge becomes negative. However, the negative oxide fîxed charge changes back to

a positive charge after the samples being subjected to PMA in a forming gas at 400"C for

30 minutes. The appearance of negative oxide fixed charge is not su¡prising because it has

been found that nitrification of silicon oxide would produce a negative shift in the flat band

voltage [52]. This negative shift of the high frequency C-V curye increases as the

ninification time increases, but this shift may turn to the positive direction as the

nitrification time exceeds a certain threshold [53]. The amount of negative shift of the flat

band voltage is probably dependent on the amount of nifrogen present near the interface.

Negative shift occurs when nitrogen atoms accumulate to a certain level and create

sufficient electron traps following the reaction

Si-O-Si + N+ SiOø +SiN* (4.r4)

It has to be noted that the actuai structtue of the traps is not known. However further

nitrification will increase the amount of ninogen at the interface and a more stable form of

oxyniEates may be formed following the reaction
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SiO'+SiNø+N-+SiO*N,
66

(4.15)

It is found that thin oxides have a much shorter turn around time for the flat band

shift than thicker oxides. It is because time required fo¡. the nitrogen to d,iffuse to the

interface is much shorter for thinner oxides. It is also found that the nitrification rate is

higher at 60 mTorr than at other pressures. This could be due to the fact that at this

particular pressure the amount of active species of nirogen or oxygen inside the plasma is

higher. That the glow of the plasma is more intense at this particular pressrue is in support

of this suggestion. This is also in agreement with the FTIR absorption spectrum. The

nitrate layer is thicker afær the 60 mTorr plasma treatment than that after 10 mTorr or 120

mTorr plasma treatments. When a thin nitate layer is exposed to a highly reactive N2O

plasma, the active oxygen species will react wittr the silicon ninaæ to form oxynitates. For

the samples having a thicker nirate layer, more nifogen is required for the formation of a

more stable form of SiOxNy. However, for the samples having a thinner nitates layer, the

presence of nitrogen is insufficient for the formation of a stable form of SiOxNy, and then

haps such as SiOr and SiNø are formed.

After annealing in forming gas, these Eaps are probably passivated by hydrogen

and become inactive. Therefore, the flat band voltage shifts back to the positive side. The

passivation of SiOø traps by hydrogen is highly probable based on the analysis given in

chapter 3. The existence of SiNø as Eaps at the interface is still a question. However,

there is always possibility that the presence of nitogen at the interface promotes the

formation of SiOø and SiO*Ny and suppresses the formation of SiNø. Further nitrification

may completely eliminate the formation SiOø and produce more SiOxNy. The actual

mechanism is not known at this point.
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4.4 txygem F[asx¡ma T'neatmemt

The presence of ninogen at the Si-SiO2 interface could indeed reduce the interface frap

density and the oxide fixed charge density. One problem created by ninogen plasma

treatments is the formation of nitrification related defects such as SiOø or SiNø. This

problem also occurs in films deposited with SiFIa and N2O because of the existence of

ninogen species inside the plasma. Deposition with 02 may get rid of these problem but

the electrical characteristics of the films deposited with 02 are not as good as those

deposiæd with N2O.

One way to eliminate this nitrification related problem is to create a thin pure oxide

layer before the deposition of SiO2 with N2O. This oxide layer has to be grown ín-sin and

grown with pure oxygen in order for it to be free of atmospheric contaminants and

nitrogen. Since the oxide layer grown is very thin, it can be done at low temperatures

within the temperatue range for the PECVD process. The oxidation is produced in an

oxygen plasma instead of oxygen gas for two reasons. One is the oxidation rate inside a

plasma is higher than in oxygen gas, thus reducing the oxidation time, and the other is the

oxygen plasma can remove organic contåminants from the subsfrate surface left behind by

plastic wares used in the fabrication process, which the oxygen gas cannot. The high

energy species from the plasma can disintegrate the carbon chains relatively easily and form

volatile products following the reaction
HHtt

H-C-C-+O- +CO2+H2OtlHH (4.t6)
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The substrates after being cieaned using the method described in section 4.2 were

freated in an oxygen plasma at various pressures prior to the deposition of the SiO2 fi.lms.

The results are given in Fig. 4.Il and,4.I2.
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The samples ûeated in an oxygen plasma have a lower interface uap density and a lower

oxide fixed charge density than those without treatrnent after annealing in forming gas.

Again the lowest interface hap densiry and oxide fixed charge density occur at the gas

pressure of 60 mTon, in a similar manner for the N2 plasma Eeatment. The effectiveness

of the freatments depends on the amount of activated species present inside the plasma. It

is found that the plasma glow is also brightest at this pressure indicating that a high
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concenEation of activated species inside the plasma occrus at this pressure. The FTIR

absorption spectrums give further support of this finding. It is also found that the silicon

oxide layer produced by the plasma at 60 mTon is thicker as compared to those produced at

other pressu¡es. Therefore, it can be concluded that the oxide growth rate increases with

increasing concentration of the activated species as expected. The thicker the oxide frlm

grown by pure oxygen plasma, the better is its interface properties because the thicker

oxide film has a betær resistance to the nitification of the oxide near the inærface.

It should be noted ttrat the interface üap density is higher for the samples treated by

oxygen plasma than by N2O or N2 plasma before PMA in the forming gas. This means

that the oxygen plasma treatment can reduce the amount of deep interface ffaps that cannot

be passivated by PMA in the forming gas but it also create other kinds of traps which can

be passivaæd by PMA. This explains why the samples have a higher interface nap density

as deposiæd but have a lower trap density after annealing as compared to the samples with

other featments. This phenomenon is similar to that with rf argon plasma teatments.

Oxygen plasma treaûnent can reduce the concenEation of some kinds of traps that cannot be

annealed out by forming gas annealing, but leave behind other kinds of naps that can be

annealed out by forming gas annealingl{2l.

The increase in interface Eap density after oxygen plasma fteatment without PMA

could be due to the bombardment of high energy ions or vacuum UV radiation or both.

Since ttre oxide layers grown by oxygen plasma ar9 only a few to ten monolayer thick, it is

very susceptible to this kind of bombardments. That the plasma grown oxides cannot be

very thick is mainly due to the low growing temperatu.res. The plasma can accelerate the

growth of the flust few monolayers of the oxide. Once the oxide reaches a certain

thickness, the piasma cannot act effectively because the activateci species wül lose aü their
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energy to the SiO2 layer before they can reach the silicon and react with ir The only

process left is the thermal diffusion of oxygen species. At 300'C, the diffusivity of oxygen

is relatively low and therefore the growth rate is very slow, At the same time, additional

Eaps could be created in the following manner

e- or UV radiation

¿(
Si-GSi Yr si-o* * si* (4.17)

The SiOø structure can act as an elecûon fap due to the high elecEon affinity of oxygen.

Si-Oø +e- + SiO:- (4.1g)

The Siø structure can also act as a hole frap due to the relative low elecEon affinity of

silicon.

Si*+Si*+e- (4.1e)

By annealing in forming gas where hydrogen gas is present, these traps can be passivated

by either

SiOø + Si* -+ Si-O-Si

or they could react with hydrogen to form electical inactive qpecies.

(4.20)

Siø+H+SiH

SiOø+H+SiOH

(4.2r)

(4.22)

Experimental results of the N2O, N2 and Oz plasma heaEnents are summarized in

Table 4.1. All the surface treaÍnents are performed at 60 mTorr and followed by PECVD

of SiO2 films using Sifu and N2O. Although N2O and N2 plasma treatrnents shows that

ninogen incorporation at the inærface can reduce ttre inærface defect density, a pure oxide

layer formed by Ozplasma treatnent has the lowest inærface nap density, the PECVD SiØ

films fabricated using SiIIa and N2O have better interface and bulk properties than those
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using SilI+ and 02. This implies that the dependence of Di¡ and Qf ate not only related to

the chemical composition but also the reaction processes during deposition.

T'able 4.X-: Xnterface &nap densíty of oxide fllrns wi8h vanÍous plasmra

Sreatmen&s after FMA

D;,lcm-2eV-l)

deposiæd bv SiFI¿ and Or >r0r2

deposited bv SiII¿ and NzO 8.7x1011

NzO plasma freatnent 7.6x1011

Nc olasma Eeafnent 1.5x1011

O plasma Eeafrnent 7.5x1010

4"5 F{ydrogem Plasrna TneaÉmenÉ

Several investigators [54,55,56] have suggested that hydrogen plasma can be used for

removing the native oxide and other contaminants from the silicon substrate. Hydrogen

plasma can react with very stable materials such as SiO2 and form volatile products because

of its high reactivity. The reaction with SiO2 can produce SiII¿ and HzO.

SiO2+8Hu+SiH¿+2H2O (4.23)

For hydrogen plasma Eeatment, the silicon substrates were loaded into the

processing chamber without being subject to any cleaning process. They were teated in an

hydrogen plasma for va¡ious lengths of time prior to the deposition of a 200Å. SiO2 films.

The results are shown in Fig. 4.13.

The hydrogen plasma üeatnent has a negative effect on the interface trap density.

A few mechanisms are responsible for this degradation. Two of them are the ion

bombardment and the vacuum LIV radiation. The third one is the native oxides which

cannot be toølly removed from the silicon subsEate in this case. The FTIR spectrum

shows no obvious difference between the native oxides before and after hydrogen plasma

1l
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featments, possibly due to only a small sn'uctural alæration done by the plasma- It is likely

that this small change in structure does not show up physicaliy but it gives a more

signifi cant effect electrically

ffi
E¡

Dit (as deposited)

Dit (after PMA)

no treatment 5 min. 10 min. 30 min. 60 mi¡.
Gas Pressure

Figure 4.L3: lnterface trap densiÊy as a fi¡nction of gas pressure of Éhe Ë12

plasrna for the devÍces as deposíted and the devices afte¡' PMA

Insufficient power input from the microwave power supply may also result in a

lower ionization and a lower energy of activated species. The consequence is that the

reaction shown in equation 4.18 cannot be completed, and cause the formation of a

hydrogenaæd layer of native oxide. Defects can b€ generated in the following nümner.

- to16

* ro ls
I
ë ro14

å 1013
ø
E(¡) 11€ 10'"
6Ê, r'l
E 10^'

Si-O-Si+H+SiOH+Siø

-' Si-O-Si+H+SiH+SiOa

(4.24)

(4.2s)

We have performed an experiment with the subsfrates cleaned before H2 treaünent.

Silicon subsfates were cleaned as described in previous sections to remove the native

oxides and possible contaminants, and then treated in NZO plasma for 30 minutes to

produce an oxide layer which acts as the native oxide. The Eeatrnent in hydrogen plasma

for 30 minutes is to simulate the hydrogen plasma Eeatment of the native oxides. With

such Eeatnent, the inærface nap densities for both cases are given in Table 4.2.
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fîlrns with x¡ative oxíde a¡ld Nzt
sn¡a Éneatrnent and F&fl.Aplasrna oxide atten hvdrogen plasn¡a Éneatrnent

Di¡ (cm-2eY-l¡

native oxide 1.5x1012

NrO olasma oxide L.4xl}Lz

The increases in the interface trap density for the samples cleaned and the plasma

treated samples as well as the samples with the real native oxide prior to the H2 freatment is

due to the incomplete removal of the native oxide which has a have negative effect on the

interface properties. These results seem to conflict those presented earlier [38] for that

silicon substates were cleaned and teated by NzO plasma and then followed by hydrogen

plasma üeatment. The results from that experiment show a positive effect in reducing the

interface trap density. The big difference is mainly due to the presence of the SSEC device

between the plasma and the silicon subsEate in the former experiment. These results are

surrururized in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: ïnterface trap density of the fîlms wÍth F{2O plasrna treatrnen&

t'ollowed by f{r- plasma treatment

D;1(cm-2eY-l¡

without SSEC 1.5x1012

with SSEC 3.2x1010

The use of the SSEC device to filter out all the high energy hydrogen ipecies and

the vacuum UV radiation which are responsible for creating the defects. Low energy

hydrogen species passing through the SSEC device are responsible for the passivation of

the interface Eaps without creating more defects. This is because the low energy species

are active enough to passivate the Eaps but they do not have enough energy to cause

damage in the SiO2 structure.
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CONCT-{JSTONS

On the basis of the results from the numerical analysis and the experiments given above,

the following conclusions are drawn:

(1) The interface trap density of the SiSiOz system without active metal elecftodes

can be reduced by thermal annealing in an ambient containing hydrogen gas.

This indicates that apart form atomic hydrogen, molecular hydrogen is also

responsible for the annealing. Numerical analysis also show that molecular

hydrogen is another species capable of passivating the inærface Eaps.

(2) The interface üap generation model suggests that SiO is elecnically active at the

interface. The results of the numerical analysis support this suggestion and that

about 57o of the interface fraps are due to SiO defects and the rest are due to

silicon dangling bonds.

(3) The multi-reaction model taking into account the SiO defects and the reactions

between the interface üaps and the hydrogen molecules explains well the

reduction of interface taps of the Si-SiOz system without gate electrode by

annealing in a medium containing hydrogen gas.

(4) The capture cross section of the silicon dangting bonds is about 1.6Ä, and the

activation energy for the reaction between the hydrogen molecules and silicon

dangling bonds is about 0.6eV based on the numerical analysis.

74
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(5) The N2O plasma treatment of the silicon substaæ surface reduces slightly the D¡¡

but introduce more Qr. The ninogen plasma treatrnent reduces the amount the D¡

by one order, and it also intoduces a negative shift of the flat band voløge which

can be reversed by post-metallization annealing (PMA).

(6) The oxygen plasma teatrnent of the silicon substrate surface reduces the D¡¡ to the

order of 1610 sm-2 eV-l which is comparable to the high quality thermal oxide. It

is believed that a very thin high quality thermal oxide formed prior to the PECVD

of the SiO2 film is responsible for the improvemenl This proves to be a very

compromising technique for PECVD oxides.

(7) The hydrogen plasma treatment of the silicon substate surface does not remove

the native oxide entirely and leaves behind an oxide layer which has a higher

defect concenfration.

(8) The effectiveness of the plasma freatment depends on the concentration of the

active species which in turn depends on the gas pressure. The optimum pressure

for niÍous oxide, nirogen and oxygen for the plasma úeaÍnent of the silicon

substrate surface is about 60 mTorr.
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The following parameters are common in all experiments except the cleaning procedures

which are not used for the hydrogen plasma freatnent experiments for samples with native

oxides

Wafens n-type, <100> oriented, 2-4 lJ-cn,3" in diameter

Clearairag Fnocedunes

Í- . acetone rinse for 1 minute

2 , deionized water rinse for 1 minute

3 . methanol rinse for I minute

4 " deionized water rinse for 1 minute

5. submersion in NI{4OH :HzOz:H2O (5:1:1)

at about 80'C for 10 minuæs

6 . deionized water rinse for 1 minute

7 " |Vo HF dip for 15 seconds

I . deionized water rinse for 1 minute

9. submersion in HCI :HzOz: H2O (6:1:1)

at about 80'C for 10 minutes

X.0, deionized water rinse for 1 minute

n n " submersion in IIF : H2O (1:100) for 15 to 30 seconds depending

upon the time required for the complete removal of the oxide.

SampÌes-E]sed ün the Ð"perimem*s-Ðescnifrred üro Çhaplenj
Elepositåora Farameters

?irne: 13 minutes

T'emperatune 300"C

Flow (SiË{+ : NzO) t : 10 sccm

Power 4 Watts

Fnessure 26.2 mTon

ÐC Magreetic Current 23 Ampre



B2
Same&s Usçd-åla tn¡e Ðxeenümcmjs_åm_ChaeÉeg--4

ÐepostÉiom Farametens

Tirne: 30 minutes

Ternperature 300'C

Flow (SiH¿ : N2O) 1 : 10 sccm

Fower 1.8 - 2.2 Watts

Fressure 13.5 - 14.5 mTorr

DC Magnetic Current 23 Ampre

NzO-F{z Ftrasnea Fanameûens

Id2O Flasma Treatment same as N2O plasma Eeatment at gas pressrue of 60 mTon

Ë{2 Flasma Treatrnent same as H2 plasma freatment but for samples wit}r native

oxides

Flasrna Farameters for Sü Substrate Surface Treat¡ment

gas type pressure
(mTorr)

gas flow
(sccm)

power
absonbed

(w)

temperature
('c)

Si substnate
surface

tneatment
time (rnin)

l{rO 10 6.8 1.6 300 30

NzO 60 2.5 4 300 30

NrO 120 7.0 7 300 30

Nr 10 7.7 0.9 300 30

Nr 60 3.5 2.5 300 30

Nr 120 9.7 3.8 300 30

At 10 7.8 6.3 300 30

Oz 60 1.8 2.7 300 30

Az 120 8.8 3.4 300 30

YX.z 60 8.0 3.8 300 30
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ffi.å The Ë{ige} Fnequemcy C-V amd Éhe Qwasñ SÉaûåa (X.ow

Fneqaaemcy) C-V &flet&¡od flon ûhe ÐeÊenmir¡atiom of Éhe åxatenface

Trap ÐemsiÉy

The high-low frequency C-V method has been commonly usedfor the determination of the

interface rap density. This method is superior to the high frequency C-V method alone or

the quasi st¿tic (low frequency) C-V method alone because it does not involve the

computation of the theoretical C-V curves under trap free conditions. The high frequency

C-V curves are usually measured at a frequency in the MHz range. At such a high

frequency, the interface tapped charge cannot follow the small signal ac gatevoltage, but

follow the gate bias as the MOS capacitor is swept from the accumulation to the inversion

mode. The capacitance per unit area measured at a high frequency (about lMHz) can be

w¡itæn as

or

l_1 I
c*-co"-E

cHF= 
cox+c¡

cox.cj

(8.1)

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

and the silicon

depletion region

where Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area which is given by

(bx = eox/ d
and C¡ is ttre depletion region capacitance which is given by

cj = es /v/

in which eg¡ and eS are, respectively, the permitivities of the oxide

semiconductor, d and W are, respectively, the oxide thickness and the

depttr in the silicon semiconductor.

For the measurement of the low frequency C-V curves, we should use a frequency

of the order of 1 Hz for the small signal ac voltage so that the inærface Eapped charge can
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follow the small signal ac voltage. However, it is much more convenient to measure the

quasi static C-V curves by measuring the current, I, using a linear ramp voltage with the

capacitance (C) caiculated from the following relation

c= 1(#)-1(lt (8.5)

Since I is a function of V, if the ramp rate is small, the C-V curve obt¿ined by this method

is equivalent to the low frequency C-V cuwe. The capacitance measured by this method

can be written as
1_1 1

C*-(b*-E+Ctt

cu= t* fri'-., (8.7)

or

where Q¡ is the capacitance due to the presence of the interface tapped charge.

Substituting (8.1) into (8.5), we have

"n= t*-.þ,' ,#-"þ,'
C¡1can be expressed as

^ dQit Q'dDit
vlt : -;-oVs oVs

(8.6)

(8.8)

(B.e)
where ys is the surface poæntial. Thus ttre interface rap density can be expressed as

pi=år(#-#",' ,# #,'' (8.10)

D¡¡ is measured in the number of interface Íaps per cm-2eV-l. Normally D¡ is a function

of gate voløge (Vc). Since ty5 is a function of V6, so rrve can map D¡¡ versus energy level

in the silicon band gap. In general, we use the value of D¡¡ at the energy level around the

midgap to represent the normal value of D¡. The energy level of the üaps relative to the

energy level of the conduction band edge can be written as



+=æ"vs-vn
in which, y5 is given by

*, =/* ¡1 - 
c'e(-@1¿vo

c8.12)

where Eg is fhe u¡idth of the band gap of silicon *d Vs is the difference between the Fermi

level and the intrinsic Fermi level. A computer program is used to calculate D¡¡ as a

function of E6 - E.

The experiment¿l affangement for measuring the high frequency C-V curves is

shown in Figure 8.1 and that for measuring the quasi static C-V curves is shown in Fig.

8.2.

86

(8.11)

x-y recorder

Figure ts.tr: ENperirnental arrangernent for the rneasurements of the high
fnequency C.V curves
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x-y f€ccfd€f ElecEometer

FÍgure ts.2: Expenimrer¡tal arrangement fon the Eneasurerner,ts of $he quasí
staûic C-V characteristics

0

v(G) v

Figure ts.3: The high frequency C-V curve and the quasÍ static C-V curve
used fon deter¡nÍning the interface trap density

The high frequency and the quasi st¿tic C-V curves of a typical MOS capacitor are shown

in Figure 8.3. From the C-V curves, it can be seen that tire threshold voltage for srong

inversion is about iV. This value is acceptable for device applications. There is an

elevation of the quasi static C-V curve at the position marked (*) which is normally not

Xo(J
U
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found in thermal oxide devices. This may be due to a certain kind of traps with a limited

band of energy levels present at the Si-SiO2 interface. One possible cause is the abrupt

interface where the dangling bonds reacts with water molecules resulting in the presence of

OH groups there. Besides the presence of the OH groups, otåer impurities entering the

silicon surface, which may not be removed by the normal cleaning procedure, may also be

the candidate for this phenomenon. This kind of traps is not found in the thermal oxide.

This may be due to the fact that these impurities may remain at the metal-oxide interface

afær the oxide has been grown. Since they are not present at the Si-SiO2 interface, they do

not contribute to the concenration of the interface Eaps. It is also known that the Si-SiOz

interface for the PECVD SiO2 films is simply the silicon surface, thus impurities can b€

easily úapped at the interface due to the high concenfration of dangling bonds and act as

interface naps.

ts.Z Oxide FiNed Change MeasunemenÉs hy the Ë{!gh Fnequency

C-V &¡leÉhod

Since the oxide fixed charge remains unchanged afær alow temperatue annealing, it can b
isolated by annealing out the interface üapped charge and the oxide trapped charge.

Moreover, the drift of the mobile ion charges at room t€mperafure can be neglected due to

their low mobility, therefore the values of the oxide fixed charge can be evaluated using

only the high frequency C-V method.

One of the most important features of the high frequency C-V curve is that it can

reveal the net charge present inside the oxide by a shift of the ideal curve under the charge

free condition. Besides the net charge inside the oxide, the work function difference (Qvs)

between the silicon substrate and the metallic gate can also cause a shift of the high
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frequency C-V curve. Typical shift of the high frequency C-V curves before and after

annealing is shown in Figure 8.4. The flat-band shift of the high frequency C-V curve is

V¡6 and it is due to the presence of oxide fixed charge and the work function difference.

FÍgune ts.4: Typicat high frequency C-V curves with and without Qr. The
Flat band shift V¡6 is equal $nns + Qr

Thus the oxide fixed charge can be writæn as

Qr=füx'(vru-Qvs)

where Cox is tire oxide capacitance per unit area which is given by

(8.13)

C9¡ = EÐx/d (8.14)

eox and d are, respectively, the permittivity and the thickness of the oxide. V¡6 is the flat

band voltage which is the gate voltage required to make the energy band of ttre Si flat at the

Si-SiOz interface, QIr¿s = Qvr - 0s is the difference between the work function of the metal

Qn¿ and the work function of the silicon Q5. Normally Qpr is constant but Qg depends on

the doping concenüation of the silicon. The value of the oxide fixed charge density for the

t.2

1.0

X

cJ 0.6

U
0.4

curve without oxide

charge and work

function difference
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thermal oxide depends strongly on the oxidation tempemture but thatfor the PECVD oxide

is practicaliy independent of the deposition t€mpetature.
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The computer program accepts the input of ttre high frequency and the quasi-static

capacitance-voltage curves and calculates the oxide thickness, dopant concentation, flat

band voløge, metal-semiconductor workfünction difference and the inærface tap densities

at va¡ious energy levels. This program is written based on the Lightspeed Pascal version

1.11 and can be run on any Macintosh computer. It consists of six uniæ. They are,

respectively, the main prograrrl the variables, the env, the newdat¿, the cdata and the VO.

A brief description and the flow chart for each unit are shown below and the program

listing is followed.

rnain progra¡rx

--^-:-L8^-YAt"[ä!.rIËS

This unit contains all the global variables used in the program.

env, set up the

newdata, input a

new set of data

listdata,list all
input or ouÞut datâ

output Þ a graph
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eElv

This unit sets up the screen environment for outputs.

newdata

This unit takes all tje inputs and stores it in a file whose name is specifed by user.

set wi¡dows size

and show them

open a file with
name specifi.ed

input max. and mi¡
of high frequency

C-V curve

input high freq.
and guasi-static

freq. data
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adaûa

This unit is for changing any data entered.

listdata

This procedure is for listing all the input daüa ot all the calculated data.

change the value

of a quasi-static
change the value

of a high freq.
change the max. of
the input voløge

change the min. of
the input voltage
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wØ

This unit is for doing all the necessary calculations and displaying all the ouþuts.

drawCV,draw
the input C-V

curve

drawprofiledraw
calculated Dit verse

energy level cuwe

use l4'Per
Iimit as 5e10

set the upper limit
of the graph

input custom
value of up¡ær

limit
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Fnognaxm LüsÉinegs

PRæRAM Diq {main program}

USES
variables, env, newdata, cdata, T-O;

VAR
ans: char;
done: boolean'
sel: boolean;
j : inæger;
cas : inæger;

BEGIN

done := false;

WHILE NOT done DO
BEGIN

hideaü
env;

sel := false;
WHILE NOT sei DO

BEGIN
sel := true;
writeln('[1] Input new data set');
writeln('[2] Load data set');
write('Input selection.');
readln(cas);
writeln;
CASE cas OF

1:
newdata;

2:
BEGIN

write('Input name of file to be load.');
readln(filename);
open(dat4 fllename);
reset(data);
IF NOT eof(data) THEN

BEGIN
read(data, Cox, Cmin, Vgmax, Vgmin, inc);

max :=round((Vgmær - Vgmin) /inc) + 1;

FOR j := I TO max DO
BEGIN

read(data, Clfli], Ctrfül);
END;

END
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BEGIN

wriæln;
wriæln('File is empty') ;
sel := false;

END;
close(data);

END;
OTHERWISE

sel := false;
END;

END;

corrected := tflrel
WHILE correcæd DO

BEGIN

corrected := false;

env;
I_O;

END;

sel := false;
WHILE NOT sel DO

BEGIN

writeln;
writeln('[i] List Data');
writeln(' [2] Correct dat¿');
writeln('[3] Save Graphs');
writeln('[4] Continue') ;
writeln('[S] Quit');

write('Input Selection.');
readlnO;
CASE j OF

I

2

5

4

listdata

cdatA

savedrawing(StringOf(filename,'.Saph'));

BEGIN
done := false;
sel := true;
w¡iæln;
wriæln;

END;

BEGIN
done := true;



98Sel := true;
END;

OTIMRWISE
sel := false;

END;
END;

END;

END.
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INTERFACE

CONST
pi=3.1416;
radius = 0.04; {radius of capacitor in cm}
EE= l'12:
q= 1.602e-79;

VAR
Cox : real;
Cmin :real;
Vgmax: real;
Vgmin : real;
Vg: real;
inc : real;
Chf : ARRAYII..100] OFreal;
Clf : ARRAYII..100] OFreal;
Ene : ARRAY[1..100] OF real;
Dit : ARRAY[1..100] OF real;

filename: STRING[2O];
data : FILE OF real;

t : real; {thickness of oxide}

conected: boolean;
mÍx : inægeç

IMPLEMENTATION
END.
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TNTERFACE

PROCEDURE drawenv;
PROCEDURE env;

M4PLEMENTATION

VAR

fi : recq
dr: recq
clean : recÇ

PROCEDURE d¡awenv;

BEGIN

moveto(0, 168);
lineto(30O, 168);
moveto(0, 171);
lineto(30O, 171);

moveto(l5, 150);
lineto(245, 150);

moveto(65,320);
lneto(245,320):

moveto(155,318);
lineto(155, 322);
moveto(148,332);
writedraw('MG');
moveto(65,318);
lneto(65,322);
moveto(63,332);
writedraw('Ev');
moveto(245, 318);
hneto(245,322);
moveto(243,332);
writedraw('Ec');

END;

PROCEDURE env;

BEGIN

setect(fi, 0, 17, 250, 340);
seûect(dr, 250, 0, 550, 355);
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settexEect(b();
setdrawingrect(dr);
showdrawing;
showtexN

setrect(clean, 0, 0, 300, 355);
eraserect(clean);

drawenv;

END;

END.
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trNTERFACE

USES
variables;

PROCEDURE newdata;

IMPLEMENTATION

PROCEDLIRE newdata;

VAR
count:inæger;
maxl : integer;

BEGIN

write('lnput name of data set: ');
readln(filename);

open(data, fllename);
rewrite(data);

wriæln;
write('Cox = ?[pF] ');
readln(Cox);
write('Cmin = ?[pF] ');
readln(Cmin);

write('Input lowe¡ limit of Vg. ');
readln(Vgmin);
write('Input upper limit of Vg. ');
readJn(Vgmax);

write('Input step size of Vg. ');
readln(inc);

maxl := round((Vgmax - Vgmin) /inc) + 1;

Vg := Vgmin;
wriæln;
FOR count := 1 TO mæ<l DO

BEGIN
write('Clf[', Vg : 1 : 1, '] =');
Clflcountl := 5;
WHILEClflcountl>1DO

readln(Clflcountl);
Vg := Vg + inc;

END;

Vg := Vgmin;
w¡iæln;



FOR count := 1 TO maxl DO I 0 3

BEGIN
write('Chfl', Vg : 1 : 1, I ='¡'
Chflcountl := 5;
VtrHILE Chflcountl > 1DO

readln(Chflcountl);
Vg := Vg +inc;

END;

write(data, Cox, Cmin, Vgmax, Vgmin, inc);

FOR count := 1 TO maxl DO
BEGIN

write(data, Clf[count], Chflcount]);
END;

close(data);
fnÍlx := maXl;

END;

END.
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INTERFACE

USES
variables;

PROCEDURE cdatu

IMPIÆMENTATION

PROCEDURE cdata;

VAR
j, jl: inæger;
Vgc : real;
Chfnew : ARRAYII.. 150] OF real;
CHnew : ARRAY[1..150] OF real;
Vgmax_new: real;
Vgmin_new : real;
ans : char;

BEGIN

ans :='y'i
WHILE ans = 'y'DO

BEGIN

corrected := truei

wriæln;
writeln('Select item to be change.');
writeln('ll] :Chf [2]:Clf [3] :Vgmax [4] :Vemin);
write('?');
re¿dlnû);

CASE j OF
1:

BEGIN
write('Input at which voltage?');
readln(Vgc);
write('Chfl', Vgc : I : 2,1 =');
readln(Chflround((Vgc - Vemin) /inc) + 1l);
Vgmax-new := Vgmax;
Vgmin_new := Vgmin;

END;

).
BEGIN

write('Input at which voltage?');
readln(Vgc);
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Hjt3',i:.iååciJ';'-' Jñ,'I, / inc) + 1 r);
Vgma,x_new := Vgmax;
Vgmin_new := Vgmin;

END;

3:
BEGIN

write('Input new upper limit ');
readln(Vgmax-new);

IF Vgmax-new > Vgnax THEN
BEGIN

Vg := Vgmax + inc;
FOR jl := ûr¿rx + I TO max + round(abs(VgÍux-new - Vgmax) /

inc) DO
BEGIN

write('Clf[', Vg : 1 : 2, '] -');
readln(Clfü11);
Vg := Vg + inc;

END;

Vg := Vgmax + inc;
FOR j1 := rnax + I TO max + round(abs(Vgnnx-new - Vgmax) /

inc) DO
BEGIN

write('Chfl', Vg I L :2,'f =');
readln(Chflj1l);
Vg := Vg + inc;

END;
max := max + round(absCy'gmax-ne\il - Vgnax) lnc);
Vgmax := Vgmax_new;

END
ELSE

wdteln('Use larger Vgmax.');

Vgmin-new := Vgmin;
END;

BEGIN
write('Input new lower limit ');
readln(Vgmin_new);
IF Vgmin-new < Vgmin THEN

BEGIN
FOR j1 := 1 TO max DO

BEGIN
Chfnewff1] := Chfü11;
Clfnewff1] := Clfffll;

END;

Vg := Vgmin_new;
FOR jl := 1 TO round(abs(Vgmin - Vgmin-new) / inc) DO

4:
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write('Clf[', Vg : I :2,'l -');
readln(ClfUll);
Vg := Vg + inc;

END;

Vg := Vgmin_new;
FOR jl := 1 TO round(abs(Vgmin - Vgmin_new) / inc) DO

BEGIN' 
wriæ('Chfl', Vg : l:2, 'l =');
readln(Chf[i1]);
Vg := Vg + inc;

END;

FOR jl := 1 TO max DO
BEGIN

Chfljl + round(abs(Vgmin - Vgmin_new) / inc)l :=
Chfnewft1];

Clfû1 + round(absCVg¡nin - Vgmin_new) / inc)l :=
Clfnewft1];

END;
max := max + round(abs(Vgmin - Vgmin_new) / inc);
Vgmin:= Vgfnin_new;

END
ELSE

"vriteln('Use 
smaller lowest limir');

Vgmax_new := Vgmax;
END;

OTHERWISE
BEGIN

corrected := false;
writeln('Nothing changed !') ;

END;

END;

IF correcæd T[{EN
BEGIN

open(data, filename);
rewrite(data);
write(data, Cox, Cmin, Vgmax_new, Vgmin_new, inc);

FOR j := 1 TO max DO
BEGIN

write(data, CIfLjl, Chf[l);
END;

close(data);
END;

writeln(' [ 1 ] More corrections');
writeln('[2] Done corrections') ;
write('Input selection.');
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jl := 1;
$IHILE jl = 1DO

BEGIN
j1 := 0;
CASE j OF

1:

2. 
ans := 'y';

ans :=tn';
OTI{ERWISE

BEGIN
jl:= 1;

ans := 'Y'i
END;

END;
END;

END;
END;

END.
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INTERFACE

USES
variables, newdata, cdatai

PROCEDURE T-O;
PROCEDURE listdata;

IMPLEMENTATTON

PR.OCEDLIRE lisrdara;
VAR

j : inæger;
sel: boolean;
cas: integer;

BEGIN

wriæln('[l] List input');
writeln('[2] List ouþut');
wdte('Select inpul ');
readln(cas);

sel := false;
WHILE sel = faise DO

BEGIN
CASE cas OF

1:
BEGIN

sel := true;
wriæln;
wdteln('Cox: ', Cox :4: l, ' Cmin: ', Cmin: 4 :
wriæln;
FOR j := 1 TO ma:ç DO

BEGIN

108

1);

1.

write('Clf[',_Vgmin + inc * (j - 1) : | : Z,']:', Clfljl : 1 : 3);
_-writeln(' Chf[', Vgmin + inc * (i - 1) : I : 2,']:lCmül j t : ¡);
END;

END;

BEGIN
sel := true;
wriæln;
wriæln;
writeln('E[MG]-E Dir');
FORj := I TO ma:ç DO

BEGIN
wriæln(eneü], Dir['])

END;
END;

OTHERWISE
END;



END;
END;

PROCEDTIRE T-O;

PROCEDTIRE drawCV;
VAR

Vg: real;
count: inæger;
xinc : inæger;

BEGIN
xinc := round(230l ((Vgmax - Vgmin) /inc));

moveto(15, 150 - round(Clflll " 100));
count:= 2;
WHILE count (= max DO

BEGIN
lineto((count - 1) * xinc + 15, 150 - round(Clflcounrl * 100));
count := count * 1;

END;

moveto(l5, 150 - round(Chflll * 100));
count:= 2;
WHILE count (= max DO

BEGIN
lineto((count - 1) * xinc + 15, 150 - round(Chflcounrl * 100));
count := count * 1;

END;
END;

PROCEDURE drawprofile;

VAR
E : ARRAYI1..100I OF integer;
D : inæger;
Dmax: real;
j : inæger;
jl : integer;
dummy: integer;
dummyl : real;
Dmin: real;
Emin: real;
found: boolean;
Drng: real;
cas: integer;
sArt: inæger;
smax : real;
finish :boolean;
rel : rect;

x09
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sefrect(rel, 0, 203, 300, 320);

FOR j := 1 TO max DO
BEGIN

E[] := 155 + round@neft] /0.56 * 90);
END;

Dmax := 0;
Dmin:= 1e16;
found := false;
FOR j := I TO max DO

BEGIN
IF Ditli] > Dmax TT{EN

Dmax := Ditül;
IF Ditffl < Dmin THEN

BEGIN
Dmin:= DitU]i
Emin := Ene[i];

END;

IF ((NOT found) AND (Ene[] >= 0)) TIIEN

"HËl"til = o rrIEN
BEGIN

Diung := Ditfill
END

ELSE
BEGIN

IF j > 1 TFIEN
BEGIN

found := tftr€i

(Eneül -Ene[- 1])); 
Ditrng:=Ditü- 1l +(Dittil -DitÜ - 1l) *cEneu- 1ll

END
ELSE

BEGIN
found := truoi

Ene[l])); 
Ditrng := Ditll] + (Dit[2] - Ditlll) * (-Ene[l] | @nel2l -

END;
END;

END;
END;

moveto(5, 188);
writedraw( Dit has minimum value : ', Dmin, ' at Ev +', Emin +Eg / Z : I :2);
moveto(5,202);
writedraw('Midgap Dit =', Diung);

writeln('Dit has minimum value : ', Dmin, ' at Ev +', Emin +Eg l2: L : Z);



v/dteln('Midgap Dit -', Ditng);

wriæln;
finish := false;
WHILE NOT finish DO

BEGIN
eraserect(re1);
moveto(62,220);
lineto(65, 220);
\vrit€ln;
writeln('[ 1] Autoscale');
writeln('[2] Use maximum = 5e12');
writeln('l3J hput maximum');
write('Input Selection. ');
readln(cas);
CASE cas OF

1:
BEGIN

moveto(L3,225);
writedraw@max);
moveto(2O,323);
writedraw('0');

movero@[l], 320 - round@itll] / Dmax * 100));
start:= 1;
i.-).J . -,
WHILE (abs@ne[]) > (Eg I 2)) DO

BEGIN
moveto@[j], 320 - round(DitlSl I 5el2 n 100)t
start:=j;
j:=j+1;

END;
FOR j r= stå.rtTO max DO

BEGIN
IF (abs@neül) < @e / 2)) TIIEN

lineto@[], 320 - round(Dittil /Dmax * 100));
END;

END;
2:

BEGIN
moveto(13,225);
writedraw('5e12');
moveto(2O,323);
writedraw('0');

moveto@[l], 320 - round(Ditlll I 5el2 * 100));
start := 2;

J.-L,
lilHILE (Dirtil > 5etz) oR (abs(Ene[i]) > @e /z))DO

BEGIN
moveto@[], 320 - round(Ditßl I 5eI2 o 1@));
start:=j;
j:=j+l;

111



END;

FOR j := srart TO max DO
BEGIN

IF (Ditûl_<= 5912) AND (abs(Enefjl) < (Ee /z)) TFIET{
_- _ linero(EUl, 320 - round(Dit[l] / 5et2 * 1ó0));
END;

END;
3:

BEGIN
write('Input maximum scale. [e10]');
readln(smax);

moveto(l3,225);
writedraw(smax: 3 : 1,'e+10');
moveto(20,323);
writedraw('0');
smax := smax * 1e10;

moveto@[l], 320 - round(Ditll] / smax * 100));
start:=2;
;.-).J . -,
wHILE_(Dirûl > smax) OR (abs(Eneül) > (Egl2)) oO

BEGIN
moveto@[j], 320 - round@itUl / smax " 100));
sta¡t:=ji
j:=j+1;

END;

FOR j := startTO max DO
BEGIN

IF (Dit[i] <= snux) AND (abs@neül) < @e / 2)) TI{EN
__ _ lineto(Eü1, 320 - round(DitUl / smax * 100));
END;

END;
OTI{ERWISE

END;
writeln;
writeln('[1] Rescale');
writeln('[2] Done');
write('Input Selection. ');
readln(j);
IF j = 2 THEN

finish := tru€i
END;

END;

VAR
num_inc: inæger;
area: reai;
C, Cx, Cn : real;
k, i,1 : real;

712
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: real;

BEGIN

wriæln;
wdteln('Cox: ', Cox :4: 1, ' Cmin: ', Cmin : 4 : 1);
wriæln;

zøro:= round(abs(Vgmin/ (Vgmax + abs(Vgmin)) * 230)) + 15;
moveto(zero, 40);
lineto(zero , 152);
moveto(zero - 2,162);
writedraw('0');

moveto(zero - 2,50);
lineto(zero + 2, 50);
moveto(zero - 20,50);
writedraw('Cox');

wriæln;
area := pi * radius * radius;
t:=3.9 * 0.08854 * area /Cox * 1e8;
writeln('Assuming gate radius is 0.04 cm');
writeln('Oxide thickness is ', t i 6: 1, ' ang');
moveto(5,29);
writedraw(f,rlename,' Oxide thickness is ', t: 6 : 1,'
wriæln;
wriæln;
Cx := 3.9 * 8.854e-6lt;
Cn:= Cmin luea* LI-IZ:

ang');

C := 0.00016 * sqr(106.25e-74 / Cn - t* 3.077e-8) / 1.105e-13;

moveto(l3,162);
wriædraw(Vgmin: l:2);
moveto(24l, L62);
wriædraw(Vgrnax : I : 2);

:._ l.r .- I,
k := ln(i);
l:=Cxi-11.1;
WHILE abs(k - 1) > 0.1 DO

BEGIN
iFK-I>O.O5TTTEN

i:=i+0.01;
IFK-I<-O.O5THEN



i:=i-0.01;
k:= In(i);
l:=C*i-11.1;

END;
n:=i*1e15;

wriæln;
wdteln('Dopant concenEation : ', n);

Vb := 0.026 * ln(n / 1.5e10);
Cs := sqrt(l2 * 8.854€-14 * 1.6e-19 * n / 0.026);
Cf := cs / (cs + cx);
Vms := Vb - 0.6;
wriæln('Cfb/Cox= ', Cf :2:2,'; Vms = ', Vms :2:2);
moveto(S,38);
writedraw(' Cfb/Cox-', Cf : I :2, '; Vms =', Vms :2:2);

drawCV;

[{r{<rk{<{<**}Frk*J<{<¡kd.rk)k E-EC *{<*{<*rFrkd<rlrrfr{<{<*,f.rk*{<*rf<{<rf(}

IF Chf[max] > Chfll] THEN
BEGIN

writetn('Substate is N type.');
j:=o;
found := false;
TWHILE NOT found DO

BEGIN
j:=j + 1;
IF Cn{il >= cf TIIEN

BEGIN
found := true;
FBnum:= j;

END;
END;

END
ELSE

BEGIN
lvriteln('Substate is P type.');
j:=o;
found := false;
WHILE NOT found DO

BEGIN
j:=j+1;
IF CnrÛl <= cf TFmN

BEGIN
found := tntoi
FBnum:= j;

END;
END;

END;

Lt4
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IF abs(ChflFBnuml - CÐ > abs(ChflFBnum - 1l - CÐ TFIEN

EBnum := FBnum - 1;
wriæln;

Vg := Vgmin;
count:= 1;

WHILE count <= max DO
BEGIN

IF count <= FBnum THEN
BEGIN

si:= -inc /2* (G - Clflcountl) + (1 - Clf[FBnum]));
FOR j := count + 1 TO (FBnum - 1) DO

BEGIN
si := si - inc * (1 - Clf[]);

END;
END

ELSE
BEGIN

si := inc /2* ((l - Clf[FBnum]) + (1 - Clflcountl));
to#óñÍf"num + 1) ro count - 1 Do

si := si + inc * (1 - Clf[]);
END;

END;

Ene[count] := (Eg l2) + si - Vb;

Dit[count] := Cox * le-12 / area / q;
Ditlcountl := Dit[count] * (Clf[count] / (1 - Clflcountl) - Chflcountl / (1 -

Chflcountl));

count:= count * 1;
Vg := Vg + inc;

END;
drawprofile;

END;
END.


